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A b s tr a c t
This thesis falls naturally into two parts, in each of which we consider a few- 
nucleon reaction at interm ediate energies. Pion-nucleon scattering is discussed in 
the first three chapters, and deuteron photodisintegration in the last three. The 
first chapter of each part contains material concerning the interaction generally. In 
the second chapter we describe our model of the process. In the last chapter of 
each part the predictions of this model are compared with the experimental results 
available in the literature.
An effective lagrangian model is found to be quite successful at describing pion- 
nucleon scattering, although it was not possible to determine all the tunable param ­
eters of our model. This difficulty was exacerbated by ambiguities in the method 
by which unitarity was imposed on the partial wave amplitudes. The large values 
of K p implied by the vector meson dominance model of p(770) exchange could not 
be reproduced. A suggestion by Williams [1] for the sp in -| propagator was found 
to be unsuitable for describing A(1232) exchange in pion-nucleon scattering, as 
compared with the unitary propagator, however the propagator can be salvaged to 
some extent if an ad hoc modification is made to the invariant amplitudes obtained 
from it.
For energies below about 75 MeV we are able to fit the experimental data  on 
deuteron photodisintegration quite well, provided we perform our calculations using 
one of the coordinate space forms of the Bonn potential [2]. We are unable to fit 
the forward and total cross-sections in this energy range using the parameterised 
Paris [3] or Moscow [4] potentials, or without using the I t E mismatch correction 
arising from the modified current conservation method we discuss in section 5.1. At 
higher energies the global fit obtained using the Bonn potential is rather good, and 
much better than previous attem pts. The data again underdeterm ine the model’s 
tunable param eter set.
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This first part of the thesis concerns the theory and results of an effective la- 
grangian model of low energy pion-nucleon scattering, which was published in Bofin- 
ger and Woolcock [5]. Chapter 2 describes the theoretical basis for the model, and 
compares it with several of the better known models of this kind in the literature. 
Chapter 3 describes the procedure and results of our a ttem pt to fit the predictions 
of the model to phase shift analyses of experimental data, and some conclusions 
which can be drawn from them.
In section 1.1, we discuss what we hope to achieve with our model, and the 
philosophy behind some of its features. The remaining sections of this chapter 
concern the formalism of pion-nucleon scattering, and general theoretical concepts 
such as isospin and the partial wave expansion which apply to any model of the 
process.
1.1 M otiva tion
Although it has long been well-established tha t hadrons possess a quark and 
gluon substructure, such structure tends to manifest itself explicitly only at very 
high energies. At present, little can be done to use this substructure to predict the 
behaviour of hadrons at low and interm ediate energies.
In an effective lagrangian model of pion-nucleon scattering hadrons are treated 
as fundamental, usually pointlike objects with known quantum  numbers. This is 
a low energy expansion, in the same way tha t a free quark model is a high energy 
expansion. We truncate the expansion by considering all the hadrons with quantum  
numbers of interest to our reaction and with masses up to some reasonable limit, 
and by limiting ourselves to tree diagrams.
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A disadvantage of such an approach is tha t one tends to inherit a large number 
of tunable param eters in the form of particle masses and coupling constants. Some 
of these (most obviously, the nucleon mass) can be fixed by appealing to the results 
of other experiments. Others, however, must be fixed by comparing the model 
predictions with experimental results, or nearly experimental results such as phase 
shift analyses. If the model is to have any predictive value it is essential tha t the 
number of such parameters be kept to a minimum. If these param eters can be well 
determined then they can eventually serve as data for comparison with the results 
of calculations using QCD, and for fixing param eters in effective lagrangian models 
of other processes, such as deuteron photodisintegration.
Our model is similar to that of Olsson and Osypowski [6], and our principal 
motive in evolving our model was to correct several perceived deficiencies in theirs. 
The most obvious weaknesses in the Olsson and Osypowski model are the param- 
eterised diffractive and a contributions to the isospin-even invariant amplitudes. 
We discuss in subsection 2.5.2 why we do not regard the diffractive contribution as 
necessary.
The a contribution is a consequence of the strong attraction between two pions 
in a scalar isoscalar state. It cannot be ignored, but neither we nor Olsson and 
Osypowski have attem pted to model it in a m anner tha t could be given a field 
theoretical justification. We have replaced Olsson and Osypowski’s functional form 
with one which adheres more closely to the form such a near-resonance would 
produce.
The most im portant motivation for this model was the suggestion by Will­
iams [1] of an alternative sp in-| propagator. Preliminary calculations by Jaus and 
Woolcock [7] had suggested that in the absence of the diffractive contribution the 
alternative propagator gave much better results at threshold than did the unitary 
propagator. As we shall show in subsection 2.2.3, however, the alternative propa­
gator contains a serious flaw which requires an ad hoc correction.
In addition, we attem pt to test the theory of vector meson dominance. Unfortu­
nately, doing so requires the introduction of new param eters in the vector-isovector 
/-channel exchanges, whereas in Olsson and Osypowski’s model vector meson dom­
inance is used to determine them.
One might hope for a such a model of pion-nucleon scattering to remain a good 
quantitative description for laboratory pion energies up to 250 MeV.
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1.2 K in em atics
We consider the reaction
N(p)  +  Tr(q') -> N (p") +  7r(r/'), (1.1)
where p', p", q \  q" are 4-momenta. The sixteen components of p',p",q ',q"  are not, 
of course, all independent. Energy and m om entum  conservation p' -f q' = p" +  q" 
removes four degrees of freedom, and requiring the incoming and outgoing particles 
to be on the mass shell p'2 = p"2 =  m 2, q'2 = q"2 — m 2 removes another four. 
Invariance under “boost” (rotationless Lorentz) transform ations removes another 
three degrees of freedom. We can see this from the centre-of-mass reference frame, 
in which p' +  q' =  p" -f q" =  (IT, 0), where W  is the centre of mass energy of 
the system. We can remove two degrees of freedom from the incoming particles by 
fixing an axis at the (centre of mass) direction in which the pion enters the reaction, 
and one degree of freedom from the outgoing particles by fixing another axis normal 
to the scattering plane. The scattering event is thus completely described by two 
kinematic quantities, for instance the centre of mass energy of the system and the 
angle between the incoming and outgoing pions in tha t frame.
It is convenient and conventional to describe scattering events in terms of the 
M andelstam invariants
* = (/>' + <i'Y = (p" +  ?")2 
<= (* / -  P " Y  =  («* -  9')2
« =  (P' -  9")2 =  (P" -  <?')2- (1.2)
It is not hard to show that
5 +  t +  u = q'2 +  q"2 +  p 2 +  p"2
= 2(m2 +  m l(1.3)
so there are only two independent invariants. At the n N  threshold s = (m  +  rnn)2, 
u = (m  — m 7r)2 and t — 0.
We will find it useful to relate the M andelstam invariant s to the magnitude q
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of the centre of mass momentum of any particle by
9 = -----------------------------Vs-----------------------------
and to the laboratory frame pion kinetic energy by
,lb -  (m + m„)2)
2m
The other M andelstam invariants can be related to the centre-of-mass angle 9 be­
tween the momenta of the incoming and outgoing nucleons using (1.3) and
t = —2q2(l  — cos 0). (1.6)
1.3  P a r t ia l W ave D e c o m p o s it io n
Derivations for the formulae in this section can be found in Pilkuhn [8]. Through­
out this section we omit isospin indices.
The fundamental description of pion-nucleon scattering is via the 5-operator, 
which takes an incoming state |in) to an outgoing state |out) =  5  |in). Since the 
trivial case |out) =  |in) corresponds to 5  = 1, the identity operator, it is usual to 
separate the 5-m atrix  into scattering and non-scattering components by defining 
the T-m atrix through
(/I S  |i) =  (f \ i)  4- *(2tt) V 4)(p ' +  q -  p" -  q")
2 y/m 2 +  q2\jm \  +  q
=u(p")Tix(p'),
(1.7)
where |/ )  , |i) are the final and initial states. The kinematic factor after the (Si- 
function makes the factor TiTu Lorentz invariant by compensating for our normal­
isation
ü(p")u(p')  =  — q- S{3)(p" -  p'). (1.8)
m
The 2^-matrix is a 4 by 4 m atrix function of state  momenta. For plane wave 
states, Lorentz invariance and the Dirac equation allow us to reduce this to an ex­
pression containing just two scalar functions of any two of the M andelstam variables 
s ,^ ,u . It is usual to write
T  = — A(s , t ,  u) — B ( s , t ,  u )7  • Q, (1.9)
where Q = ^(q' +  q") and it is understood tha t only two of s , t , u  are independent. 
The functions A, B  are known as invariant am plitudes and are free of kinematic 
singularities (see Bransden and Moorhouse [9]).
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The two invariant amplitudes A  and B  can be related to the spin flip and 
non-flip amplitudes /  and g by
E /  } 777,
f i ( s , t , u ) =  [ + A ( s , * , m) + ( W  -  m)B(s , t , u ) ]
p
f 2{ s , t , u ) =  Y ttW  +  (W  +  m)B(s , t , u ) ]  (1.10)
and
f ( s , 0 )  = f i ( s , t , u )  +  f 2(s , t , u )  cos 9
g(s,6) =  - f 2(s , t ,u)  sin#, (1.11)
where W  =  a/ s, E  =  A/m2 +  </, and # is the angle between the incoming and 
outgoing nucleons in the centre-of-mass frame (see section 1.2).
Finally we expand f \  and f 2 in terms of states L(2/)(2/±i) of definite isospin / ,  
orbital angular momentum / and total angular momentum / ±  1. Here L stands for 
S (/ =  0), P (/ =  1), D (/ =  2), and so on. We will later truncate the expansion 
at l = 1 for purposes of calculation. This gives us six partial waves Sn, S3 1 , Pn,  
P 3 1 , P 13 and P 3 3 , with corresponding am plitudes f l±( s ) .  Then using x =  cos#, 
t = —2q2(l — cos 0) we can rewrite / 1 , f 2 as functions of s , x  to obtain
f i±(s) = ^ J i dx [Pi(x) f i (s ,x)  +  Pi±i{x) f2(s,x)] . (1.12)
The unitarity condition must be satisfied separately by each partial wave
Im f i±(s) = q\fi±{s)\2, (1.13)
which leads to
/i±P) = h “ ,±(*) sin«l±H  (1.14)
q
where Si± is real, the quantities <$/± are known as the phase shifts. Our model will 
be tested against phase shifts calculated from experimental results.
1.4 Isosp in  and C rossing S y m m etry
In pion-nucleon scattering the initial and final states contain one pion with 
isospin 1 and one nucleon with isospin Thus, any initial or final state can be
expressed as a superposition of states with total isospin |  and states with total
.1 .




In our model we implicitly assume invariance under rotations in isospin-space, 
i.e. tha t the transition m atrix (/" , 7g | S  |/ ' ,  7^), where / ',  I"  are the initial and final 
total isospins and 7 ,^ I" are their components along some axis, is diagonal and 
tha t the m atrix elements are independent of 7^  and 7". The most im portant effect 
neglected here is the mass difference between protons and neutrons, and between 
charged and neutral pions.
It is often convenient to work with the isospin-even (under the exchange of par­
ticle labels) and isospin-odd amplitudes, which we will denote with the superscripts 
and These are defined by
Tba = T<+> l{ n ,r0} +  ra] =  -  T ^ i e abcrc, (1.15)
where T  stands for any amplitude, r is a vector whose components are the Pauli 
matrices and the indices a, b refer to incoming and outgoing pions respectively. 
They can be related to the amplitudes for definite isospin states by
j(+ ) =  + IT * !1
y ( - ) =  l j (5) _  (1.16)
Hamilton and Woolcock [10] have pointed out tha t assuming charge indepen­
dence is not strictly necessary, since we can take appropriate linear combina­
tions of the amplitudes for the reactions used most commonly in experiments, i.e. 
tt+ +  p —> 7T+ + p and 7r~ -f p —* n~ + p, as our definition of
Inspection of figure 1 shows that the contributions of the diagrams in figure 1 
(a), (c) and (e) are balanced by the analogous contributions 1 (b), (d) and (f). 
From this we can show that our model satisfies crossing symmetry. The crossing 
symmetry condition for pion-nucleon scattering is (see Bransden and Moorhouse
[9])
Aw ( sJ , u )  = ± A i±]'‘(u, t ,s)
B^±\ s ) t ,u) = ^fB^±^(u, t , s ) ,  (1.17)
but since in our model all the invariant am plitudes are real until the unitarisation 
procedure is performed, we can ignore the complex conjugate symbols when dealing 
with invariant amplitudes at the tree level.
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A useful feature of crossing sym m etry is th a t  the contribution from any one of 
the crossed diagrams figure 1 (b), (d) or (f) can easily be obtained from its direct 
equivalent figure 1 (a), (c) or (e) by the substitutions
A^c\ s , t , u )  =  A^d\ u , t , s )
B {c)( sJ , u )  = -  B (d)(u, t ,s) .  (1.18)
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C h a p te r  2
D e sc r ip tio n  o f th e  M o d e l
To develop our model of pion-nucleon scattering, some of the Feynman dia­
grams known to contribute to the invariant amplitudes are evaluated. All these are 
tree diagrams involving known resonances, except for a param eterised contribution 
needed to describe the strong attraction between pions in a scalar isoscalar state. 
All these diagrams are shown in figure 1 and discussed in section 2.2. The most 
difficult question is the proper handling of the sp in -| propagator, which is discussed 
in section 2.1.
The amplitudes are then projected into the first six partial waves S n ,  S 3 1 ,  P n ,  
P 3 1 5  P 13 and P33 as described in section 1. 3 . Some of these contributions involve 
free param eters, such as coupling constants, th a t cannot be determined from other 
experiments.
Since all the diagrams evaluated are tree diagrams the resultant partial wave 
amplitudes are real. The unitarity condition is therefore not satisfied. Instead, 
unitarity is imposed on the amplitudes by means of one of several ansätze. This 
procedure is discussed in section 2.4.
In section 2.5 we consider differences between our model and other models of 
pion-nucleon scattering. In section 2.3 we discuss certain dispersion theory related 
constraints. We will later impose these constraints for some of our fits.
The resultant phase shifts from the model can be compared with those from 
analyses in the literature, provided the free param eters in the model are fixed. We 
use a mechanical optimisation procedure from the Numerical Algorithms Group 
[11] to minimise a measure of poorness of fit by varying the free param eters. The 
results of this are discussed in chapter 3.
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2.1 Spin-^ P ropagators
When quantum  field theory is used to derive the correct propagator for a sp in -| 
particle, it becomes necessary to choose a gauge. This introduces an ambiguity, 
since not all choices of gauge give the same result for the propagator, and the 
propagators derived do not lead to the same results at tree level.
All the gauges we discuss are special cases of the renormalisable gauge R £, which 
contains the arbitrary param eter £. Each choice of gauge leads to a propagator with 
a specific disadvantage when used to evaluate tree diagrams. The most im portant 
special cases of the renormalisable gauge are £ =  0 (the Landau gauge), 1 (the 
tTIooft-Feynman gauge) and oo (the unitary gauge).
The unitary propagator, which is usually chosen, is obtained using the unitary 
gauge. The alternative propagator is derived in a quite different manner, but it 
has the same advantages (good behaviour at high energy) and disadvantages (a 
singularity when the sp in-| particle is on the light-cone) as we would expect from 
a propagator derived using the Landau gauge.
Both Moussallam and Soni [12] and Nieuwenhuizen [13] choose the unitary gauge 
(for different applications) without stating their reasons. The principal disadvan­
tage of the unitary gauge is bad behaviour at high energies. The principal disadvan­
tage of non-unitary renormalisable gauges is the pole at k 2 =  which has the
same effect as a spurious resonance of mass \ /£ M a (see Guidry [14]). Effectively, 
the unitary gauge has its spurious resonance at infinite energy. Since our model 
is only intended to be accurate at low and interm ediate energies in any case, the 
unitary gauge is the natural one to use.
We do not consider the t ’Hooft-Feynman gauge. Its most obvious drawback is 
tha t the pole at k2 =  is now of order two, so tha t the phase shift near this 
energy will not behave like a resonant phase shift. Since this is a region of great 
interest in pion-nucleon scattering, it is clearly inappropriate to use this gauge.
2.1 .1  T h e  U n ita ry  P ro p a g a to r
By setting £ =  oo (i.e. the unitary gauge) in the most general possible form of 
the propagator for a massive sp in-| particle in the renormalisable gauge we obtain 
what we shall for convenience call the unitary propagator, namely
n Mt/(fc) =  i(k2 -  M l  +  2£)_1(7 • k +  Ma )
14
- q ^  +  - Y l u +J 3 1 J 3 Ma




2( ^  + ‘)7^  + 2^ + ; ) fc>.7
24* +  1 
4  +  1 2
2 4  +  1
7 m7  • k ' y 1'  —
2 A +  1 
(2/14* +  A +  4*)A/a7*V  
|2A +  1|2
( 2. 1)
where the param eter 4  is arbitrary except tha t 4  ^  — | .
This propagator was originally obtained by Fronsdal [15] and by Aurilia and 
Umezawa [16] using a somewhat different method. They constructed the most 
general possible lagrangian containing only first derivatives of the sp in -| field. The 
number of arbitrary parameters in the propagator and vertices can be reduced to 
one by the application of very general principles, and it can be shown that physical 
quantities do not depend on this param eter 4 .
The conventional choice is 4  =  — 1, which greatly simplifies the expression. We 
show the propagator in the symmetric form suggested by Nieuwenhuizen [13],
n £„(*) = -i(fc2 - M l + » e ) - 1
kßku\
M l
(7 ' k +  M a )
An alternative form for this propagator is
( 2.2)
n*  (fc) =  t(fc2 -  M i  +  7 • k M*.)
3 ' 3M a
and this is the form most commonly seen.
1 1 , . . x 2 , ,
9ßv T _ 7m7^ + r> )i,f (7m "7 v7i^j T  r, I/O k ß k u3 M l
(2.3)
2.1.2 The A lternative Propagator
The propagator suggested by Williams [1] was originally derived by Behrends 
and Fronsdal [17]. We start with the rest frame sp in -| projection operator
0 /  =  g S  -  5 7 , 7 " (2.4)
and generalise to an arbitrary frame by using the covariant ansatz
9ßU- 9 : - K ^ / k 2
7m (fl£ “  kßka/ k 2)-fa. (2.5)
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From this we obtain the spin-| propagator
n £ ( * )  =  i(k2 -  M l  +  te ) - 1(7 • k +  M a )
X (-<?,, +^7,7, + 3^J(7W7 - ^  + ^7 - ( 2.6)
This propagator behaves qualitatively differently from the unitary propagator 
in a number of ways. Firstly, the propagator is pure spin-^; all sp in -| components 
of the wave function are annihilated by it. As a consequence of this the propagator 
(as remarked by Benmerrouche et al [18]) is not invertible. The propagator also 
annihilates the z-dependent off mass-shell part of the 7tNA vertex. From a practical 
point of view this also means that the expressions (e.g. for invariant amplitudes) 
obtained using this propagator are simpler than those obtained using the unitary 
propagator.
The most serious problem with this propagator is the existence of the 1 /k2 
singularity. This is equivalent to adding a spurious massless sp in -| state to the 7tN 
spectrum. Although m  =  0 lies well outside the possible range of centre of mass 
energy of the system, the exchange of the massless particle in the u-channel has 
a catastrophic practical effect. An ad hoc solution to this problem is discussed in 
subsection 2.2.3.
2.2 E x c h an g es
The basis of an effective lagrangian model of pion-nucleon scattering is the 
tree diagrams of figure 1 (a) through (g). We treat the hadrons as though they 
were fundamental, and assume isospin invariance. This allows us to use the vertex 
functions and propagators for fundamental particles of those quantum  numbers.
The greatest sources of uncertainty in this part of the the model are associated 
with the correct forms for the propagator for a sp in -| particle and the coupling 
at the pNN vertex, and with the empirical need for the additional scalar isoscalar 
/-channel exchange shown in figure 1 (h).
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2 .2 .1  N u c le o n  E xchan ge
The tree level diagrams for nucleon exchange are shown in Figure 1 (a) and (b) 
respectively. To evaluate these diagrams we need the sp in -| propagator
P(k)  = i (k2 — m 2 -f • k +  m), (2-7)
where k is the momentum of the internal nucleon line and e is small and positive. 
We also require the pseudovector 7tNN vertex
V ( P V )  =  k ü L .1 . 975r„, (2.8)
m n
for the process N(p) T 7ra(<?) —> N (p T <7), where a is the isospin index.
Intuitively one might expect pseudosca.lar coupling
V( PS )  = S^NNlsTa, (2.9)
to be preferred over pseudovector coupling on grounds of simplicity. Also, pseu­
doscalar coupling has been preferred in the past because it leads to a renormalisable 
field theory. Because the lagrangian associated with pseudovector coupling, unlike 
th a t associated with pseudoscalar coupling, exhibits chiral symmetry, pseudovector 
coupling is today preferred. Also, the predictions made by S U( 3) and Cabibbo the­
ory for pseudovector coupling constants /  accord much better with experiment than 
those th a t assume pseudoscalar coupling (see Pilkuhn [8]). Finally, pseudovector 
coupling has been found (see Jaus and Woolcock [19]) to give better results than 
pseudoscalar coupling when used for the 7tNN vertex in deuteron photodisintegra­
tion. Pseudovector and pseudoscalar coupling are equivalent if the diagrammatic 
expansion is not truncated, and hence are equally valid in principle (see Cooper et 
al [20]).
The two param eters in these functions (the nucleon mass m  and the coupling 
constant / fNN) are very well determined from experiments other than those we are 
a ttem pting  to fit, so there is no need to treat them  as tunable param eters in our 
model. We use the physical nucleon mass m = 939MeV and /^ NN/47r =  0.079 from 
Dum brajs et al [21].
It is then easy to calculate the nucleon tree-level contributions to the invariant 
am plitudes. The result, as given by Olsson and Osypowski [6], is
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2.2.2 N(1470) E xchange
Although the energy range of our fit is well below the N(1470) resonance, the 
contribution to the Pn wave due to diagram 1 (e) becomes noticeable around 250 
MeV. Since the N(1470) resonance has quantum numbers identical to those for a 
nucleon, it is trivial to include diagrams 1 (e) and (f) in our calculation and we do 
so for completeness as much as accuracy. The calculation is a trivial generalisation 
of subsection 2.2.1 and we obtain
Ä )  =
/ ,« •  + AV)(s -  m 2)
m l  s — Ml-
B i % )  =
f l nn* (-s + '2mMy, -I- m2) 
7772 s —
(2.14)
This leads to two new parameters, MN* and Nn*- Since the N(1470) resonance 
corresponds to a laboratory pion energy of approximately 500 MeV, it is obviously 
impractical to attempt to measure the mass of the N(1470) using experiments up 
to a maximum laboratory frame pion energy of 250 MeV, which is effectively what 
we would be doing if we were to permit MN. to vary freely. We fix its mass at 1450 
MeV. Such experiments can, however, provide some information about the value 
of A nn* as long as MN* is fixed, so we shall allow NN. to vary as a free parameter. 
We would expect /^nn./47t ~  0.015, the value given by Ericson and Weise [22].
2.2.3 A(1232) E xchange
The tree level diagrams for A(1232) exchange are shown in figure 1 (c) and (d). 
The most general form for the vertex N(p) -f 7r(<jr) —> Aß(p + q), neglecting isospin,
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Vm(ttNA) = + 2:7^ 7 • q),
m n
(2.15)
where z is an arbitrary constant. The term  containing 2  describes only the off 
mass-shell behaviour. Unlike the nucleon case we do not feel it is possible to decide 
which combination of couplings is preferred.
The debate over sp in -| propagators is described in section 2.1. For the unitary 
propagator (2.2) or the alternative propagator (2.6) it is possible to obtain the tree- 
level contributions to the invariant amplitudes. The two propagators are identical 
on mass-shell, and hence give very similar results near the A(1232) resonance. The 
invariant amplitudes for the unitary propagator are
1 /j r N  A (  1
Aka'( M )  = 6A/£ ml s — M \  +  ie
(rnl(m  +  2M A) +  (m 2 -  M ^ ) ( 2 M A -  m)) 
x (m 7r +  m  +  AfA) (inn — m — M A)
+ 3Af^(m T M A)t]
+ [—s(2z -f 1)(4A/A2: -f m(2z — 1)) +  2m^.(MA -f m)
+ M \ ( 2 M a  +  3j?z) +  AMAm 2z(2z  +  1) +  -  1)] J  , (2.16)
1 / 27rNA 1
6M l  m l  I s  — M l  -f z£
x f^m2 — m 2 T 4 m M A — M ^)
x ( m n -f- m  -f M a ) (m n — in — MA) +  3M ^ t
+ s(2z +  l ) 2 + 2(2z -f l)m 2
-f2(8z2 +  4z -f l)m A /A +  2(2z2 — 2z — 1 )m 2 -f Af; (2.17)
We obtain in the same manner or by the substitutions (1.18). From these 
we obtain for either propagator using (see section 1.4)
T (a ] = § (+7ld) + 7lc))
Ta“’ =  I ( - T *  ' + - (2.1.8)
where T stands for /I or F?.
For the alternative propagator we obtain rather simpler expressions:
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1
6 m l  s — M l  -f is
— 3(A/a -f m)t  — (3m -f 2M&)s
+2(Ma +  2 m )m 2 +  4(A/a +  m )m 2
—  (m 2 — ?772)(7n3 — 2M&m\ — m m 2) 
s
(2.19)
b £ W )
1  / , 2 h a  1
6 mj 5 — Ml + 2£
— 3£ — 5 +  2(m 2 -f 3m 2 +  mM&)
m l ) ( m 2 -  m l 2toMa) . ( 2 .20)
The alternative propagator has the advantage of annihilating the off mass-shell 
part of the vertex, so tha t the invariant amplitudes are independent of z. Also, as 
noted in Jaus and Woolcock [7], its predictions for the threshold P-wave amplitudes 
are much better than those for the unitary propagator.
A serious practical problem with the alternative propagator is the 1 / k 2 singular­
ity. This leads to a 1/s singularity in the direct contribution described by 1 (e) 
and a 1/u singularity in the crossed contribution described by 1 (f). The point 
5 =  0 lies far from the physical region and so the l / s  singularity does not lead to 
unphysical results. However the 1/u singularity leads to a logarithmic singularity 
in the partial wave amplitudes (before unitarisation) at T'^b ~  340MeV. This is a 
catastrophic failing, even at the relatively low energies we are considering.
In an attem pt to save the good features of the alternative propagator, we can 
attem pt an ad hoc modification of the amplitudes it produces. We replace the 
amplitudes T ^ \ s )  (where T  =  A  or B)  by T ^ \ s , t ) ,  and require that:
1. f {Ad\ s , t )  is analytic for all s /  M l , removing the singularity at s = 0,
2. T ^ \ ( m  ±  m ^)2, 0) =  f ^ \ ( m  ±  m ^)2, 0), retaining the good results at thresh­
old,
3. T ^ \ s , t )  is bounded for \s\ —> oo, making the large s behaviour no less phys­
ical than that of T ^ \ s , t ) .
4. T ^ \ s ,  t) — T ^ \ s ,  t) is a function of s only (note tha t t = 0 at s = ( m ± m n)2).
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These conditions enforce a unique prescription
f  (i), n _ T W,  ~ (rn +  m w)2)(s -  (to -  m„)2)
A A (s -  M l ) s ( m  +  m „)2(m -  m „)2
which corresponds to making the replacement
Wm(sTid\ s , t ) )  (2.21)
s — ►O
2 m 2 +  2 — s
s (m +  m ,)2(m — m „)2 
in the invariant amplitudes. We obtain
( 2.22)
Ak“W ) = -1 /,7TN A 16 m \  s — +  ie
+ 2 ( A / a  T 2lTl)m? T 4 ( M a  T 777)777n 
s — 2m2 — 2ml
+
— 3(A/a +  m )t — (3m +  2M a )s
(m — m n)2(m  -f 777^ -)2
(rn, — — 2M / \m ir. — mm^) (2.23)
1
6 777.2 s  — M \ +  ie 
s — 2m2 — 2mi
— 31 — s 2(m2 +  37772 -f mM&)
+7---------- W — , '  (TO--  m ; ) ( m - -  m ;  -  2toA?a ) , ( 2.24)
(777 — 777 Tr) ( 777 - f  777*-)^
and this modified form of the invariant amplitudes obtained using the alternative 
propagator is the one we use for comparison with experimental results.
An alternative ad hoc modification would be to multiply the invariant ampli­
tudes by the factor
(s -  (m + m „ y ) ( s  -  (m -  m „)2) x
( l + g7 A 2) -  = s +
4A2 s, (2.25)
where q is the m agnitude of the three-m om entum  of the pion or the nucleon in the 
rest frame. Such a factor could be thought of as a form factor accounting for the 
finite size of the 7tNA vertex.
This modification has a number of drawbacks relative to the previous one. It 
introduces a new param eter A, whose physical significance is unclear. From a 
theoretical standpoint the modification produces its own singularities at
S = 7772 +  7772 — 2A2 ±  2^/(A2 — 7772)(A2 — 777^ ), (2.26)
although there exist choices of A for which these are far enough from the physical 
region not to be a practical problem. Finally, the fits to experimental data obtained 
with it are not as good as those obtained with the previous modification.
Regardless of which ad hoc modification is used, we obtain the crossed ampli­
tudes by the formula (1.18), thus explicitly retaining crossing symmetry.
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2 .2 .4  Isosp in -O d d  /-ch a n n el E x ch a n g es
As discussed by Ericson and Weise [22], /-channel exchanges in the energy region 
of interest to us are dominated by the exchange of bosons with I  =  J — 1, and by 
the poorly understood exchange of two pions in an /  = J = 0 state. The former 
contributes to the isospin-odd amplitudes.
There are two established vector-isovector mesons below 2 GeV, known in Par­
ticle Data Group [23] as p(770) and p(1700). We model them with an effective 
vector-isovector meson p, whose mass and coupling constants we allow to vary.
Aside from the propagator for a massive spin-1 particle
P ^ (k )  = i(k2 -  m\  + i £ ) - \g ßU -  k W / m * )  (2.27)
we require the vertices
W » r V )  = - w «  + q"u)is>ba, (2.28)
and
Vß(p’NN)  = -ig„m ( 7« + C, (2.29)
where q', q" are the 4-momenta of the internal line and the incoming and outgoing 
pions respectively and a, 6 are the isospin indices for the incoming and outgoing 
pions respectively. Since
i e i i k T{ = \ [ T ’ , T k\ (2.30)
it is easy to see that there is no vector-isovector contribution to the isospin-even 
amplitudes. We find that
/!<-> = - G , K f
s — u 
Amml7T
(2.31)
B<-> = G ,(l + Kp)m ;2 ( l  -  T  j  (2.32)
where Gp = 2gpn7rgpNN(mn/ m p)2. Pion-nucleon scattering is thus able to distinguish 
only three parameters, K p and m p. We will allow all three to vary freely, which 
has not always been the case in previous models of this kind.
In practice, Gp is effectively determined by the isospin-odd S-wave scattering 
length. Both Peccei [24] and Olsson and Osypowski [6] use arguments from current 
algebra to write Gp =  (mv/ / tt)2, where f T & 131.6MeV is the pion decay constant.
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K p has been identified (see, for instance, Peccei [24]) with acv, the isovector 
magnetic moment of the nucleon. Olsson and Osypowski [6] go further than this, 
making the replacements
the isovector electromagnetic form factors of the nucleon. These arguments are
netic interactions are mediated almost entirely via vector-isovector meson exchange. 
Since, however, a simple quark model that makes no reference to the strong inter­
action at all (see Close [25]) can give quite a reasonable value for acv, it is hard to 
see how this is justified. Also, Bernstein [26] has shown that simple vector meson 
dominance does not connect /cv with I\p.
The mass mp represents an effective mass for the combined effects of the two 
mesons being exchanged. Since we have no way of knowing the relative importance 
of the two mesons we allow the mass to vary freely. If structure at the pNN  vertex 
gives rise to a form factor (see, for instance, Peccei [24]) this will also be difficult to 
separate from a change in mass. Hence m p must also be considered to represent any 
structure at the vertices. One would expect that the exchange of p(770) mesons 
is considerably more important than that of p(1700) mesons, so if we assume that 
structure at the vertices can be neglected then we expect m p Äi 770 MeV.
2.2.5 Isospin-Even 7-channel Interactions
Although the so-called a meson is no longer considered to be a true resonance, 
it is known that a strong attraction exists between low-energy pions in a scalar 
isoscalar state. This attraction cannot be explained by reference to the established 
low energy resonances / 0(975) and / o(1400) (Particle Data Group [23]). It is there­
fore inappropriate to model the a as a true meson.
In the absence of a successful model for this interaction, we are forced to make 
a pure parameterisation, from which we cannot hope to extract any physics. Since 
the two-pion state has spin and isospin zero, it will contribute to the invariant 
amplitude.
(2.33)
based on vector meson dominance, the principle that the nucleon’s electromag­
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Olsson and Osypowski [6] model this interaction as a simple second degree 
polynomial in t. This seems a poor choice of analytic form, since it must behave 
very poorly as t —► ±oo (although t —► +oo is of no interest to pion-nucleon 
scattering). Instead, we use an analytic form inspired by dispersion theory.
A ^ ( t )  can be expected to satisfy the twice-subtracted dispersion relation
where
A(a+\ t )  = a + bt + — [  
7r J 4
=  1/ ‘
dt' cr(t') 





and the unknown weight function cr(t) is adequately smooth. We know that the 
third term behaves as t2 for small t and as —bt for large |2|, so we choose a param- 
eterisation which has these properties, namely
bet2
+ + ) (<) =  a b — cV (2.36)
which is in fact bilinear. This leaves three parameters to be determined by com­
parison with experiment, the same number as in Olsson and Osypowski [6].
2 .3  D is p e r s io n  R e la t io n  C o n s tr a in ts
The unphysical point v = t = 0, where v is defined to be (s — u)/4m, is of 
special interest. It is possible, using only very general principles such as analyticity, 
crossing symmetry and convergence at infinity to extrapolate certain combinations 
of invariant amplitudes from the physical region to that point.
Gasser et al [27] and others have studied the expansion
Di+)(u,t) = A(+){v,t) + i 'B(+\v , t )
— + d[Vv2 + do^h + higher terms, (2.37)
and obtained the coefficients d = —1.492(24), d ^  = +1.138(27). Note that 
crossing symmetry requires the function be even in u.
These quantities are obtained from experimental data on pion-nucleon scatter­
ing, using only very general properties of the amplitudes. They are thus almost 
independent of the model of pion-nucleon scattering we adopt. For this reason, and 
because they have been so stable, some authors (e.g. Olsson and Osypowski [6])
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have argued that models of pion-nucleon scattering should be required to satisfy 
this calculated behaviour at u =  t =  0. There are several arguments against such 
a course, however. Given that the model will be expected in any case to satisfy 
the physical data which were used to make the extrapolation, requiring the model 
to satisfy the extrapolations is less a test of its physical predictions than of its 
analytic form far from the physical region. Second, there is already good reason to 
believe tha t the analytic form is faulty, since the invariant am plitudes of our model 
certainly do not have the correct high energy behaviour.
We make fits to experiment both with and without imposing the conditions of 
Gasser et al [27]. The imposition of such conditions effectively reduces the number 
of param eters in the fit by two.
2.4 U n ita r ity
If we neglect processes whose final product is not a pion and a nucleon, particle 
number is conserved and hence we expect the partial wave am plitudes to satisfy 
unitarity. The only such process relevant at our energies is pion production, tt-\-N —■> 
7T +  7T +  N,  which becomes possible at 7^ab ~  170MeV. Since pion production is 
quite small even at 250 MeV, it is reasonable to impose unitarity on our partial 
wave amplitudes. For instance, the 7tN  channel accounts for more than 99% of 
A(1232) decays (Particle Data Group [23]).
By summing the contributions discussed in section 2.2, we obtain (real) approx­
imations to the (complex) S- and P- partial wave amplitudes. Each partial wave 
am plitude can be expressed as etS sin <5, where 8 is known as the phase shift and 
Im(<!>) >  0. To satisfy unitarity, 8 must be real. Obviously only the trivial case 
8 = 727T, 72 integer, gives a real amplitude. Physically, the imaginary part of the 
am plitude, along with additional contributions to the real part, derives from higher 
order diagrams. Our task is to approximate the higher-order (non-tree) diagrams 
to enforce unitarity, using only our knowledge of the tree diagrams.
There are infinitely many possible unitarisation procedures, none of which is 
obviously preferred to the others. In our case the unitarisation technique used will 
make a significant difference only in the case of the P 33 partial wave. Ericson and 
Weise [22] use the K -m atrix prescription, where tan <5 is identified with the tree 
diagram amplitude. In such an ansatz, the resonant phase shift passes through 90°
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at s = M 2, where M  is the mass of the resonance.
Several unitarisation techniques can be considered members of the one param ­
eter family
tan 8ß +  tan 8b
tan 8 = ------------- ---------—,
1 +  A tan 8ß tan 8r
where 8 is the total phase shift. 8b and 8r are the phase shifts obtained by the 
K -m atrix prescription from the background and resonant parts of the tree diagram 
amplitude. The param eter A is +1 (Olsson [28]), 0 (A'-matrix) or —1 (Noelle [29]). 
The resonant part of the am plitude is separated from the background part in a 
somewhat arbitrary way; it is the contribution from the diagram that becomes 
infinite at resonance. An advantage of the A'-matrix prescription here is tha t there 
is no need to make such a separation. Some of our fits allow A to vary as a param eter.
An alternative but computationally expensive approach to unitarisation is the 
iteration of a scattering equation (e.g. Pearce and Jennings [30]). Such a method 
starts from the Bethe-Salpeter equation, which connects the full scattering ampli­
tude with the half off mass-shell amplitudes arising from the irreducible diagrams. 
The tree diagrams figure 1 (a) through (g) are a subset of these diagrams and to­
gether with figure 1 (h) could be used as an approximation to them. This method 
thus effectively includes in the calculation all the diagrams tha t can be reduced 
to several tree diagrams like those in figure 1, but with the irreducible parts hav­
ing some or all of their legs off mass-shell. This makes it a generalisation of the 
methods described above, which consider only tree diagrams with all external lines 
on mass-shell. To perform the iteration in practice, however, a three-dimensional 
scattering equation must be obtained by some method from the Bethe-Salpeter 
four-dimensional scattering equation. As with the infinite number of possible uni­
tarisation procedures, however, there are infinitely many ways in which such a 
three-dimensional equation can be obtained. Thus the iteration of a scattering 
equation does not solve the problem of the lack of uniqueness in unitarisation pro­
cedures.
2.5 C om parison  W ith  O ther M od els
Here we compare our model with three well-known models of the same general 
type. Another im portant model in this field is tha t of Peccei [24].
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2.5 .1  E ricson  and W eise
A very well known effective lagrangian model of pion-nucleon scattering is that 
described by Ericson and Weise [22]. Although their model is quite primitive in 
many ways, they do succeed in obtaining a reasonable fit to the P-wave phase 
shifts. Ericson and Weise [22] start from the tree diagrams 1 (a) through (f), i.e. 
their model includes the direct and crossed diagrams for the nucleon, N(1470) and 
A(1232) intermediate states.
The s- and u- channel interactions are handled in a generally non-relativistic 
manner; only the propagator denominator has its relativistic form, while the spin 
projection operators and vertex functions are treated non-relativistically. Subtle 
questions of pseudoscalar versus pseudovector 7rNN coupling, and the proper form 
of a spin-1 propagator, are thus bypassed.
Ericson and Weise do not attempt to fit the S-waves in the same manner as they 
do the P-waves. Although they do remark that the S-wave scattering lengths are 
consistent with their being dominated by p(770) exchange in the 2-channel, there 
is no attempt to include the s- and u-channel exchanges in the calculation of the 
S-wave scattering lengths, or to describe the energy dependence of the S-wave phase 
shifts. Nor are the 2-channel contributions to the P-waves considered.
The Ericson and Weise model provides a good qualitative fit to the most salient 
features of pion-nucleon scattering. If an accurate quantitative fit is to be obtained, 
however, all of the above problems must be adressed.
2 .5 .2  O lsson  and O syp ow sk i
The model of Olsson and Osypowski is the one which comes closest to ours. 
They have contributions corresponding to 1 (a), (b), (e), (f), (g) and (h), plus a 
purely parametric “diffractive” contribution we do not include. Their neglect of the 
N(1470) is a deliberate attempt by them to avoid any possibility of double-counting, 
which we do not regard as a concern in this case. Not including the N(1470) would 
not be very serious if one were only considering the energies our model is intended to 
address. However, Olsson and Osypowski consider pion laboratory frame energies 
up to 310 MeV, which corresponds to a centre of mass energy of approximately 
1320 MeV, not far below the N(1470) resonance. When fits to phase shifts are 
performed using the model of Olsson and Osypowski, the neglect of the N(1470)
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becomes noticeable in the Pn partial wave.
Our handling of the nucleon diagrams is identical to that of Olsson and Osy- 
powski. They use the unitary spin-| propagator for the A(1232) diagrams, as do 
some of our fits. They also allow the off mass-shell parameter 2  to vary as we do.
Rather than fitting to phase shifts, Olsson and Osypowski have chosen to follow 
a suggestion of Hohler et al [31] in fitting their model to the coefficients in the 
expansions of A ^ \  A ^ / v, B ^ / v and about v2 = t = 0, where u = (s —
u)/4m.  Since the 7tN phase shift analyses available in the literature are reasonably 
precise and stable, we prefer to fit to those. By fitting to the shape of the amplitudes 
far from the physical region Olsson and Osypowski are relying on their model 
to extrapolate correctly. In our view this cannot be expected unless the model 
has appropriate high energy behaviour, which neither ours nor that of Olsson and 
Osypowski does (section 2.3).
Olsson and Osypowski make use of the principles of vector meson dominance to 
severely constrain the isospin-odd 2-channel exchanges. Our reasons for believing 
their arguments to be unconvincing are stated in subsection 2.2.4.
The most serious defect in the Olsson and Osypowski model is their inclusion 
of a purely parameterised diffractive contribution to the invariant amplitude B ^ . 
The diffractive contribution is intended to describe the effect of non-resonant in­
elastic scattering at high energies. Although inelastic scattering is negligible at 
the energies Olsson and Osypowski consider, they argue that a standard dispersion 
relation demonstrates that there will nonetheless be a substantial diffractive con­
tribution at lower energies. They give several reasons for believing that there is no 
significant diffractive contribution to + \  though this is contradicted by Hamilton 
and Woolcock [10]. Since both our model and that of Olsson and Osypowski con­
tain (see subsection 2.2.5) a parameterised contribution to already, we would 
expect the addition of a diffractive term to be largely absorbed by changes to the 
a parameters. Since they have no way to calculate the effect of their diffractive 
contribution to B ! + * they must use two free parameters to describe it. They do 
attempt to show that the parameters that best fit the data are consistent with the 
values expected for them from dispersion theory. However, we consider it contrary 
to the spirit of an effective lagrangian model to isolate a diffractive part of Im B ^  
and claim that the dispersion integral over this part gives a contribution K e B ^  
at low energies which cannot be accounted for by exchanges involving low-lying
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states.
2 .5 .3  P earce  and Jen n in gs
The most im portant difference between our model and tha t of Pearce and Jen­
nings [30] is the method of unitarisation. They consider a variety of scattering 
equations (see section 2.4), including one which reduces to the K -matrix method 
(A =  0 in (2.38)). They use a bare nucleon mass and 7tNN coupling constant which 
are determined by requiring that the known energy and coupling of the nucleon 
pole be reproduced when the bare potential is fed into the scattering equation.
The model of Pearce and Jennings is intended to address pion laboratory ener­
gies up to 400 MeV, substantially higher than the 250 MeV limit we aim to satisfy. 
They do not include the N(1470) resonance in their calculation, and, almost cer­
tainly as a result of this, their model predictions for the P n  wave are obviously too 
low for pion energies above about 270 MeV.
Pearce and Jennings treat Kp as a tunable param eter as we do. Like us they 
obtained values (see section 3.2) lower than those used by the Bonn and Nijmegen 
potentials, or that obtained by assuming vector meson dominance.
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Figure 1: Tree diagrams representing the contributions in the model to pion-nucleon 
scattering. From left to right and top to bottom  they represent direct (5-channel) 
(a) and crossed (i/-channel) (b) nucleon exchange, direct (c) and crossed (d) A(1232) 
exchange, direct (e) and crossed (f) N(1470) exchange, vector isovector /-channel 
exchange (g) and (effective) scalar isoscalar /-channel exchange (h).
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C h a p te r  3
R e su lts
The predictions of the model were compared with phase shift analyses from
[32]. Although these data are not purely experimental results, the methods by 
which they are obtained are well established. The fitting procedure is discussed in 
section 3.1. In section 3.2 we consider fits to the experimental data  using slightly 
different models and free param eter vectors.
In order to obtain the best possible fit to these data the free param eters are 
varied to minimise
where x is a measure of poorness of fit, i is an index running over all experimental 
energies, j  is an index running over the partial waves Sn, S3 1 , Pn, P 3 1 , P 13 and 
P 3 3 , Sfj ±  SV is an experimental phase shift with uncertainty, and S f j ( f )  is the 
corresponding theoretical prediction when the values of the free param eters form 
the vector / .
Although the y 2 statistic is the one normally used in such a fit, it does have some 
drawbacks for this application. The usual measure of poorness of fit is y 2 /TV, where 
TV, the number of degrees of freedom, is the number of ordered pairs (i , j ) minus 
the number of elements in / .  In practice, however, we find it is always possible to 
reduce x 2/ N  by adding another free param eter to the system. Therefore a small 
X2 /A  ^ cannot on its own be interpreted as a successful model.
This problem is due to the fact tha t the x 2/ N  measure of poorness of fit is 
intended to decide whether a theory is exactly correct or not. Since all the theories 
we have considered here are known to be inexact, the \ 2 statistic is in a sense
3.1 F ittin g  P roced u re
(3.1)
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being misused. The major advantage of the \ 2 is tha t it perm its easy and efficient 
mechanical optimisation. In any case, the drawbacks of the statistic are likely 
to be common to any algorithmic approach tha t uses so little information (only the 
phase shift and its uncertainty) extracted from the experimental results.
An additional problem with the \ 2 statistic is tha t it implicitly assumes that 
the error in the phase shift associated with any pair is independent of the 
error in the phase shift associated with any other such pair. Simple inspection of 
a phase analysis shows that this is certainly not the case, and these correlations 
allow the optimisation procedure to find a smaller \ 2/ N  than would otherwise be 
possible. Again, the information needed to correct this problem is not available in 
the analyses we used.
It is worth noting tha t all these problems would be likely to occur even if a 
heuristic rather than a mechanical approach were taken to optimisation.
3.2 F its  to  P h a s e  S h ift A n a ly se s
In table 3.1 we show the optimal param eter sets and corresponding minimum 
values of x 2/ N  for five different fits. Fits (1)—(3) use the standard sp in -| propagator 
with different values for the param eter A in the unitarisation formula (2.38). Fit 
(1) uses the unitarisation due to Noelle [29], i.e. A =  —1. F it (2) uses the K-  
m atrix procedure (A =  0) and fit (3) the Olsson m ethod of unitarisation (A =  
T l) . Fit (4) uses our ad hoc modification of the Williams sp in -| propagator, and 
Noelle unitarisation. Fit (5) is identical to fit (1), except tha t we have imposed the 
additional constraint that certain of the constants in (2.37) should have the values 
determined by Gasser et al [27], specifically = —1.492 and <7q^  =  +1.138.
From fits (1) through (3) we see tha t with a standard sp in -| propagator and 
no constraints from Gasser et al [27] we obtain substantially inferior fits with the 
Olsson unitarisation than with either the K -matrix or Noelle linearisations. Since 
these three methods of unitarisation can be viewed as a continuum, is is interesting 
to ask how x 2/ N  behaves as A from (2.38) varies continuously. There is in fact a 
very shallow minimum at A =  —0.7.
As A is varied about this point other param eters of the fit change, but x 2/ N  
remains nearly constant. The parameters tha t principally change are /^ nA/47t, 
M a and 2 , i.e. those responsible for the behaviour of the P33 phase shift near
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s = M\ .  Intuitively, the change in A requires a change in Ma in order to have 
the energy at which the phase shift reaches 90° remain constant. The change in 
A/a then requires changes in the other parameters to keep behaviour far from the 
resonance constant. These results emphasise that in the absence of an unambiguous 
unitarisation procedure it is impossible to determine the parameters associated with 
A(1232) exchange.
The same ambiguity was found by Pearce and Jennings [30], who found z to 
be —0.124, —0.408 and —0.311 for three different integral equations, which are 
analogous to our unitarisation procedures. Determination of z is very difficult by 
any other means, for instance Benmerrouche et al [18] used pion photoproduction 
from nucleons but could only determine —0.78 < z < 0.30. The calculation of z is 
complicated in that case by the existence of two other off mass-shell parameters x 
and y associated with the 7 NA vertex, which are also poorly determined. These 
same parameters are important to deuteron photodisintegration, so the difficulty 
in determining them is disappointing.
As discussed in section 2.2.2 our fits are not at an energy high enough to permit 
the accurate determination of /]JNN. / 47T. The values we obtain vary strongly with 
A and are always smaller than those used by Ericson and Weise [22] to describe the 
behaviour near the resonance (which we do not reach). These results should not 
be taken too seriously, since there are much better ways of measuring this quantity 
than the phase shift analyses we considered.
The overall vector-isovector /-channel coupling parameter Gp is very well de­
termined by the isospin-odd S-wave scattering length, so it is not surprising that 
this parameter is very stable in our fits. The mass of our effective vector-isovector 
meson comes out to be quite close to the mass of the p(770), suggesting either 
that the I — J — 1 /-channel exchanges are dominated by that meson, or that the 
other effects discussed in subsection 2.2.4 are cancelling. The non-minimal cou­
pling parameter Kp varies strongly with A, but always remains much smaller than 
either ~  3.7 or the values used in the Bonn and Nijmegen potentials (6.1 and 
4.3 respectively). We have discussed in subsection 2.2.4 why we do not find this 
disturbing. Pearce and Jennings [30] also found a large variation in Kp, though 
their values were rather larger than ours: 2.254, 1.437 and 3.156. Since Kp has a 
strong effect on nucleon-nucleon scattering and deuteron photodisintegration it is 
unfortunate that we cannot determine it better.
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The /  =  J  =  0 Tchannel exchange param eters a, b and c vary considerably 
with A. It is difficult to see tha t any physical interpretation can be placed upon 
these parameters. The I  = J  = 0 Tchannel exchange principally contributes to the 
isospin-even S-wave amplitude.
From fit (4) we can evaluate the success of our ad hoc modification of the am ­
plitudes arising from the alternative sp in -| propagator. The unitarisation method 
used, that due to Olsson, gives much a better fit to the data  in this case than do the 
K -m atrix and Noelle approaches. This modified fit is in many ways similar to that 
of Olsson and Osypowski [6], with the new sp in -| propagator replacing the diffrac­
tive contribution to the isospin-even S-wave scattering lengths. The preferred value 
for K p is much closer to /cv, which was used for K p by Olsson and Osypowski. This 
could be considered a fairly successful fit, so it is not possible to dismiss W illiams’ 
sp in -| propagator on the grounds of poor fit to experiment, as long as the ad hoc 
modification is included. There are, of course, many theoretical objections to the 
Williams propagator, as we discussed in subsection 2.2.3.
In fit (5) we have imposed the values of d ^  and d ^  obtained by Gasser et 
al [27] on our fit. This causes a substantial deterioration in the quality of the fit. 
Given that our model amplitudes are known to have an analytic form incompatible 
with the behaviour required for such extrapolations, this is not surprising.
Since our values for \ /2/ N  are only slightly larger than 1, it is tem pting to con­
clude that our model is providing a very good description of pion-nucleon scattering 
in the energy range we have considered. If this is the case, we should find tha t each 
of the partial waves makes an approximately equal contribution to \ 2. In fact we 
find that three of the partial waves (S31, P31 and P 13) provide only about 20% 
of the total. Rather than telling us anything about the model, this tells us that 
the errors associated with the phase shifts in these partial waves either have been 
overestimated or (most likely) are strongly correlated with each other. If this is 
true of these partial waves then we must assume that it may be true of the other 
partial waves. It is therefore likely that our fit to pion-nucleon scattering is not 
nearly as good as the value of \ '2/ N  suggests. As discussed in section 3.1 this is 
not surprising, and should not be taken to imply the model is a failure.
In figures 2-4 we show our model prediction for each of the six partial waves, 
along with experimental results from [32]. The version of the model used is fit 
(1), which gives the best fit. The data from references [], which were actually used
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in the fitting, are shown as closed circles with error bars. The data from Helsinki- 
Karlsruhe [33], which were not, are shown as open circles without error bars.
Inspection of these graphs immediately shows us that the model is successfully 
fitting the S3 1 , P31 and P 13 partial waves. It is providing an excellent fit to the 
P 33 resonant partial wave, but because these phase shifts have been determined 
so accurately compared with the dramatic manner in which they can change if a 
parameter is varied there is still a substantial contribution to y2/-^-
The model is having the greatest difficulty when trying to fit the Sn and Pn 
partial waves at high energy. It is interesting to note that the Pn partial wave 
is being significantly affected in this region by the N(1470) resonance, which our 
model may not handle well since it assumes that the N(1470) decays only to 7rN, 
whereas at the resonant energy only 50-70% of the decays are to 7rN (Particle Data 
Group [23]).
Our model neglects all resonances above the N(1470). Considering only those 
resonances with the quantum numbers needed to resonate in one of the partial 
waves we have attempted to ht, the lowest such resonance is the N(1535). The 
N(1535) occurs in the Sn partial wave, so it is tempting to speculate that it might 
provide the needed correction. Unlike the Pn case, however, there is no evidence 
of a poorly fitted rise in the phase shift near 250 MeV.
It seems possible for an effective lagrangian model to provide a reasonable de­
scription of pion-nucleon scattering up to 250 MeV, although the value of x 2 /  N  
does not really provide the objective measure of the model’s success one would 
like. However the fitting process has had limited success in determining the value 
of the tunable parameters of the model. In particular, the choice of ansatz used 
to unitarise the amplitudes has a significant effect on several parameters, and the 
non-minimal coupling parameters 2  and Kp are very poorly determined. It is thus 
not possible to use this model to determine the parameters relevant to A(1232) and 
p(770) exchange in other processes, as we had hoped.
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(1) (2) ( 3 ) ( 4 ) ( 5 )
Ma (MeV) 1247 1230 1217 1217 1247
0.455 0.376 0.316 0.301 0.443
z -0 .629 -0.550 -0 .506 -0 .140
0.0047 0.0088 0.0129 0.0005 0.0108
G p 1.160 1.171 1.181 1.187 1.155
K , -0 .474 0.281 0.419 3.139 0.649
m p (MeV) 738 755 763 1077 635
a 0.631 0.691 0.730 0.115 0.858
b 0.313 0.408 0.547 0.436 -0 .087
c 0.058 0.116 0.193 0.035 0.002
X 2/ N 1.102 1.155 1.472 1.233 1.504
Table 1: The optimal param eter sets and values of \ 2/ N  for five different fits to 7tN 
S- and P-wave phase shifts up to 250 MeV. (1) Standard A(1232), no constraints, 
Noelle unitarisation. (2) Standard A(1232), no constraints, K -m atrix unitarisation. 
(3) Standard A(1232), no constraints, Olsson unitarisation. (4) Modified Williams 













’ion Laboratory Kinetic Energy (MeV)
(upper curve), P n  (middle curve) and S3 1  (lower curve) phase shifts 
table 3.1.
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Pion Laboratory Kinetic Energy (MeV)




Pion Laboratory Kinetic Energy (MeV)
Figure 4: P33 (resonant) phase shift from the fit (1 ) of table 3.1. Some of the closed 
circles have error bars too small to be visible.
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C h a p te r  4
In tro d u c t io n
This second part of the thesis concerns the theory and results of a model of 
deuteron photodisintegra.tion, published in Jaus et al [34] and Jaus et al [35] re­
spectively. Chapter 5 describes the model, and in particular the ways in which it 
differs from its immediate linear ancestor, the model of Jaus and Woolcock [7]. In 
chapter 6 the results obtained from the model are used to confront all the modern 
data on deuteron photodisintegration observables.
In section 4.1 we place our model in historical perspective and discuss the ways 
in which it differs from established models of deuteron photodisintegration. A 
detailed treatm ent of the formalism of deuteron photodisintegration is included in 
sections 4.2 and 4.3.
4 .1  H is to r y
A general survey of deuteron photodisintegration can be found in Arenhövel 
and Sanzone [36]. Here we will give a brief history of some models of deuteron 
photodisintegration which are conceptual ancestors of our model.
An early attem pt to describe deuteron photodisintegration was made by Par- 
tovi [37] (for earlier attem pts see references therein). The model gave a reasonable 
qualitative fit to the deuteron photodisintegration data up to 140 MeV available at 
the time.
From a theoretical standpoint the model due to Partovi had several approxima­
tions. Meson exchange effects were not explicitly included, so the theory describes 
only an impulse interaction, where one nucleon is a spectator to the absorption of 
the photon by the other nucleon. Partovi did, however, employ an identity for the 
conservation of the internal convection current. The effect of this, as discussed in
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section 5.1, is to implicitly include meson exchange in the model. For the nucleon- 
nucleon potential Partovi used the Ham ad a- Johnson potential [38], which has a very 
small singlet scattering length. Partovi suggested tha t better results might have 
been obtained using a potential that better fitted the singlet scattering length.
Arenhövel and Fabian [39] used several different potentials in calculating the­
oretical predictions for the forward cross-section. These were compared with ex­
perimental results up to 120 MeV, but the agreement was poor. The first effort 
by Jaus and Woolcock [19] was principally concerned with adding pion exchange 
to a model of deuteron photodisintegration, in an effort to reduce this discrepancy. 
They concluded tha t meson exchange effects were not sufficient to account for it, 
and suggested tha t a better understanding of the NN potential was required. One 
conclusion of this study was tha t the use of pseudovector 7tNN coupling gave a 
better fit to experiment than did the use of pseudoscalar coupling.
Jaus and Woolcock [40] then established a formalism for deuteron photodisin­
tegration. This was a quasipotential formalism that treated in a consistent manner 
the deuteron bound state and continuum wave functions, and the electromagnetic 
4-current. There was also a more careful treatm ent of the relativistic correction to 
the impulse approximation, whose importance had been pointed out by Cambi et 
al [41].
Using this formalism, Jaus and Woolcock [42] performed a calculation of the 
forward cross-section for deuteron photodisintegration up to 120 MeV. A surprising 
result was the sensitivity of the forward cross-section to charge-dependent effects, 
particularly the mass difference between charged and uncharged pions. Short range 
effects were found to be not im portant.
The calculations of deuteron photodisintegration were greatly extended by Jaus 
and Woolcock [7], and a comprehensive comparison [43] with experimental data was 
made. Wave functions for the deuteron and the two-nucleon continuum states were 
obtained using the Paris potential. The alternative sp in -| propagator discussed 
in subsection 2.1.2 was used instead of the conventional unitary one. The model 
included one meson exchange both with and without the excitation of A(1232) 
intermediates, and made use of a current conservation law whose justification was 
flawed. It was found that the fit to experiment was not very good. They suggested 
tha t this might be due either to two pion exchange effects, or to defects in the Paris 
potential.
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The application of current conservation used by Jaus and Woolcock [7] was 
shown by Arenhövel [44] and by Jaus and Woolcock [45] to be impossible to justify. 
The modified current conservation (MCC) method proposed by Jaus and Woolcock 
[45] uses instead the identity for the divergence of the internal convection current 
density used by Partovi [37]. It also became apparent tha t this MCC method acts 
to correct for possible defects in the one pion exchange part of the nucleon-nucleon 
potential. Also, the alternate sp in -| propagator was abandoned in favour of the 
original one.
The results of this model were compared [35] with experimental results from 
the literature. The failure to obtain good agreement with recent very accurate 
measurements of the forward cross-section while using the Paris potential prompted 
an attem pt to compare various nucleon-nucleon potentials by using them  to model 
deuteron photodisintegration.
4 .2  Q u a s ip o te n t ia l F o r m a lism
For our treatm ent of deuteron photodisintegration we require a formalism which 
provides a consistent treatm ent of the bound and continuum two-nucleon states. 
We use the quasipotential formalism of Jaus and Woolcock [40].
We start by considering the elastic NN scattering reaction
N ,( i P +  p') +  N2(i P- p') -  N ,( i  + + N2( i P  -  (4.1)
As before, singly primed quantities refer to incoming particles and doubly primed 
quantities to outgoing particles. We have suppressed the helicity indices. Let the 
am plitude for this reaction be W ; then we can use symbolic operator notation to 
write the Bethe-Salpeter equation
VF -  U +  UGW = U + WGU, (4.2)
where G is the usual 4-dimensional Green function for the two-nucleon state. The 
function U is obtained by summing the contributions of all the irreducible NN 
scattering diagrams, and so has meaning only within some field theoretic description 
of the NN interaction. The products UGW  and WGU imply sums over spinor 
indices and an integration over an internal relative 4-momentum.
Since 4-dimensional equations such as (4.2) are very difficult to deal with, the 
quasipotential formalism has been developed. In the quasipotential formalism the
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4-dimensional Green’s function G is replaced by a 3-dimensional Green’s function 
g by fixing the timelike component of the internal relative momentum. Such a 
formalism is obviously appropriate to the treatm ent of states which are described 
by a single-time wave function, which is the case in nuclear physics scattering 
experiments. Then (4.2) is replaced by
W  = V  +  V g W  = V  +  WgV,  (4.3)
where V  is known as the quasipotential. V  and U are related by
V - U  = V(G -  g)U = U(G -  g)V. (4.4)
Since (4.4) is also a 4-dimensional equation we have not actually reduced the com­
plexity of the problem. However, one could hope to obtain V  from U by expanding 
in a series whose terms correspond to the exchange of bosons between the in teract­
ing nucleons.
There are many possible choices for g. We shall use the covariant form of the 
Blankenbecler and Sugar [46] (BBS) prescription (see also Woloshyn and Jackson 
[47]). This formulation leads naturally to the Lipmann-Schwinger and Schrödinger 
equations, and has the property of restricting the sum over spinor indices to positive 
energy states. The covariant BBS formulation fixes the internal relative momentum 
k = (&o, k)  by P  • k =  0, which leads to
r P J L  = E ( \ P  +  *02 -  E { \ P  -  
°  Po ’  (  '  }
where E(p)  = y /m2 -f p 2. The covariant BBS Green’s function is
g(P; k) =  2xS(k0-  k0)g(P-,fc)A+(l + fc)A+(iQ  -  (4.6)
where 2 are the positive energy projection operators,
4m2g(P-,k) = 
E^(P;  fc)[C2 -  4(m 2 -  k 2)}
(4.7)
Q is an implicit function of P  and k
Q(P ;k) = 2 (4.8)
and
\ m 2 — k2
E(P\ k) = \ Q a = V j —  Po. (4.9)
We shall also use the abbreviations Q' =  Q(P',p') and Q" — Q(P;p").  Note that 
Q • k = 0 and hence (^Q  ±  k)2 = m 2. Thus the projection operators A^2 remain 
positive energy projection operators under Lorentz transformations.
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Attaching positive energy spinors to V and W  we define
V ( P ; p ' ' , p ' ) = M \ P  + P " )M 12P-p")V(P-,p",p ')u l ( i P  + p')u2( \ P - p ' ) ,  (4.10) 
and similarly for W . Using (4.6) we can write (4.3) as
W(P-,p",p')
= V(P;p",p') + (2 ir)-3Jd3k;
= V(P;p\p ')  + (2K)-3Jd3kW(P-p'\k)g(P-k)V(P;k,p ') .  (4.11)
Note that two kinds of spinors are used in (4.11). Where the relative momen­
tum on the appropriate side is an unrestricted 4-momentum we use what we shall 
call standard spinors, as in (4.10). When the relative momentum on that side is 
restricted by the BBS condition we use BBS spinors. So for instance
t>(P;p", k) = H,(±P + p")ü i(±p  -  p")V(P-p", k)ui(\Q + k)u2( \ Q  -  k). (4.12) 
We define the fully restricted potentials Vo, Wq by
Vo =V(P;p",p')
— U\(\Q"  + p")u2(\Q" — p")V(P'i p",p')ui(^Q' +  p')u2(\Q' — p') (4.13)
and similarly for W q. From (4.11), W 0  satisfies the integral equations
W(P;p",p')
= V(P;p",p') + (21, ) -3Jd3kV(P;p",k)  
= V(P; p", p') + (2 ir)~3Jd3k p", ; k)V(P- (4.14)
Now if there is a bound state of mass M, there will be a pole in Wq at P 2 = M 2,
and the bound state vertex function must satisfy
r (P; p", p’) = (2rr r 3Jd3k V(P; p", k)g(P; k)t(P; k , p') 
n p - , r , p )  = (2w)~3Jd3k V(P-p", k)g(P; fc)f(/>; * ,? ),
where Pq = y  A/2 -f- P 2. The normalisation condition for f  is
1 = —4m dg(P;p)
P 2 = M 2
( 2 x y 3j d 3p t(P;p)  d ( n









From this one can show that T(P;p) is a Lorentz invariant.
Since there exists only one two-nucleon bound state, we can set M  equal to the 
deuteron mass. We define a deuteron wavefunction
m (4.17)
and a modified quasipotential V by
V(P;p",p ') = m {/ID ™V(P;p  , p)
E(P\p") E{P\PY
(4.18)
where Po = JA/2 + P 2 as before. It is convenient at this time to define W  from 
W0in the same way, that is
w( P- p" , p ' ) = w ( p - p \ p ' ) '  m
E(P-P') E(P-p)
(4.19)
We now rewrite (4.15) as
<t>{P\p) = g(P-,p)I~ ^ ^ - ( 2 i r ) - 3 fd3kV(P-p,k)4>(P-,k), (4.20)
m  J
and using the definition of g this is 
M 2 -  4 m 2 +  4 p 2
4m <t>(P\ p) = (27 r)-3Jd3k V(P;p, (4.21)
Using (4.16), the normalisation condition for (f> is
i = ( ^ y 3Jd3p \<t>(p-,p)\2
2m ,jd\p'',PVHP + P2 dP0 4>{P\P')- (4.22)p 2 - M 2
We now transform the deuteron wave function to the rest state. The rotationless
Lorentz transform which maps the 4-vector P = ( ,  P) to P — (V P 2* 0) also maps 
0 0p = KPo,p) to P= (0,p), where
p = p -
zzp —
p  • p p
Po (Po + 7 ß )
p • p p
8m2 (4.23)
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From the definition (4.17), the normalisation condition (4.22) and the invariance 
properties of E , g and f , the quantity
(4-24)
is a Lorentz invariant, and so (f> will transform as
0(O;p) =  ^ L ? H P ; p ) .  (4.25)
Then (4.21) becomes
h P ~ Al^ ~ A p  m p )  =  (2ir)~3 J t f k  V ( P \ p ,  k)tj>(0-, k) .  (4.26)
This is simply the non-relativistic Schrödinger equation in momentum space. The 
eigenvalue (M 2 — 4m 2)/4m  reduces to the non-relativistic eigenvalue M  — 2m in 
the weak binding limit, which is a good approximation in the case of the deuteron. 
The above equations provide a covariant description of the deuteron in an arbitrary 
frame.
Suppose tha t we have a two-nucleon continuum state with 3-momentum P  and 
relative 3-momentum p 0, so that
Po = E ( \ P  +  p 0) + E ( \ P  — Po) =  2 £ ( P ; p 0), (4.27)
where (4.27) serves to define E( P; k ) .  Inspection of (4.7) shows tha t for P0 =  
2E ( P ; p 0), g( P]k)  is singular when k  belongs to a two-dimensional manifold. To 
specify the behaviour of g in the neighbourhood of this singularity we define
s (±)( P ; b  =
4 m ‘
E(P- k) 4E(P;poy  -P 2 -  4(m 2 -  k2) ±  ie
(4.28)
where £ is small and positive. The am plitude W  defined in (4.19) has a cut along 
the real axis of the P0-plane for
Po > 2£ ( P ;  0) =  2^Jm2 + \ P 2. (4.29)
We denote the two branches of W  as Po —> 2 E( P:  0) from above and below by the 





+(2tt)-3 fd3k V(P;p", k ) l^ I^ - ä (±\P k,p')J m
= V(P;p",p')
+(2 jt)-3 I d 3k 1 V (±)(P- p", fc)£(Pi ^ 4 (±)(f; k,p'). (4.30)J m
Also,
4V(±)(P;p",p') =
l/(/>;p",p') = V(P;p',p"). (4.31)
Defining the scattering wave functions
^ (±)(p 5Po;p) =
£ ( ^ ; p 0)
(27r)3^(3)(p -  p 0) +  ---P- ^ g{±)(P] p)W{±)(P; p , p 0)
m (4.32)
where VT^) is half on mass-shell, it follows from scattering theory tha t satisfy 
the inhomogeneous equations
<I>(±)(J0 , p0; p) =  \ / £ t f i M (2 jr)36(3)( p -  p 0)
^ ü l f l 5(±)(P; p)(2tt) - 3 [d3k V(P- (4.33)
m J
On transformation to the rest frame (4.33) becomes
$ (±)(o,p0;p ) =
m
o 2 o 2
Po ~ P ±l£
^ ( 2 * ) V ( p  -  Po)
-(27r) 3 [d3kV (P ;p ,k ) $ (±\ 0 , p 0-,k), (4.34)
I ^ v
where
$ (±)(o , p 0;p ) =  y ' ^ = <t>(±)( P ,p 0;p ), (4.35)
as in (4.25), with the definition of p0 analogous to (4.23). The corresponding
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Schrödinger equation in momentum space is
o 2 o 2
—---- — $ (±)(0 ,p 0;p) =  (27r)-3 [d3k V { P ;P ,k )$ (±)(0,p0;k). (4.36)m J
We can now turn to the process
7(?) +  N ,( ip ' +  p') +  N2( |P '  -  p') -> N ,( iP "  +  +  N2( i  -  (4.37)
The 5-m atrix for this process is related to the electromagnetic current operator 
J"(0 ) by
(P"\p"\S\P'\p'\q,e)
= - i ( 2 x ) - f  (2x)V4>(P" - P ' -  q)eß {P";p"\ J “(0) |P '; p '> , (4.38)
where £ is the polarisation 4-vector of the photon, and the single particle plane 
wave states are normalised by
(fc"|fc') =  2E(k')6{:>)(k" -  k'). (4.39)
Now define by
{P"\p"\ J ‘‘(0) IP'; p’) =  4m2(2ir)-6Afl‘(P", P ';p " ,p ') , (4.40)
noting that M  has standard spinors on both sides.
In order to address deuteron photodisintegration we need to be able to evaluate 
the m atrix element of the electromagnetic current between two-nucleon bound and 
continuum states. The deuteron is the only bound state, and we shall denote it by 
I d; P ), where
P =  ( \ / m 2 + F 2, p )  (4.41)
is the 4-momentum of the deuteron. Considering first the m atrix element between 
two two-nucleon bound states, we find
(d; P"\J*(0) Id; P ’} = 4m(2ir)~9 Jd?(pV(P"; p")g(P";
xA '‘(P '',P ';p " ,p ')5 ( /> ';p ') f '(^ ,;p '), (4-42)
where
K(P",P';p",p')
= (2x)-6 J d 3 ( k " ,  k ' )  [(2t )3,5(3)(p " -  k") -  V(P"; p", k")g(P"; k") 
xM(P",P';k",k')[(2,r)3i<3)(p' -  k ' ) -g (P ' ;k ' )V (P ' ;p ’,k') (4.43)
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is the two-nucleon 4-current density.
We can rewrite this in terms of the modified quasipotential and the deuteron 
wave function defined in (4.17) as
(d; P" I J ß{0) Id\ P') = 4?n(27r)"9




E ( P "; p")
Ä ( P " , P ' ; p " , p ' ) .
£(/>'; p ')
(4.45)
is a modified two-nucleon current density. A is thus the correct two nucleon current 
to use when calculating matrix elements from non-relativistic wave functions.
Next we must consider the m atrix element of J M(0) between a continuum and 
a bound two-nucleon state, which is the m atrix element relevant to deuteron pho­
todisintegration. We use the two-nucleon continuum normalisation
(2 N- P",p" |2 iV ; P',p') =  4 E{p\)E(p'2)S^\p'l-  -  p ') ,  (4.46)
where p\ =  \P '  +  p ', p" =  \P"  + p", p'2 =  \P '  -  p' and p" =  \P "  -  p". W ith 
this normalisation, the equation analogous to (4.17) is
(2Ar; P " ,p o| J ' ‘(0)|d; P')
= 4mi( 27r ) - ¥  j d 3{k',p') M“(P", P'lpo/k')
x [(2T)35<3>(fc' - p ' ) ~  g(P'\ k’)V(P’\ k\ p')] g(P'-, p'W(p '; p )
= 4m5(27r)“^ y d 3(p",;/)$<->(P",p0,p")
xA "(C ",P ';p",p ')4 i(P ';p ')- (4-47)
The quantity M ß is in principle obtained from the complete set of diagrams 
describing the process (4.37). We can decompose M ß in the same fashion as we 
decomposed the NN scattering amplitude W  in (4.2). Defining M ß by removing 
the spinors from M M, and reverting to the symbolic notation of (4.2), we have
M ß = K ß +  W G K ß +  K ßG W  +  W G K ßGW,  (4.48)
where K ß is obtained by summing all irreducible diagrams tha t contribute to (4.37). 
In practice the expansion in irreducible diagrams must be truncated at some level
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of approximation. Figure 1 in Jaus and Woolcock [40] shows the impulse approx­
imation, one pion exchange and two pion exchange diagrams for deuteron photo­
disintegration that contribute to K ß.
Now consider the m atrix element of J M(0) between two bound states, obtained 
by substituting (4.48) into (4.42) and (4.43). Equation (4.15) shows tha t T on the 
right or left of (4.42) is annihilated by the factors in square brackets in (4.43). Thus 
only the last term  contributes to the m atrix element of M ß and we can write
M ß = W G K ßGW,  (4.49)
where the symbol =  denotes equality when a m atrix element is taken.
The Green function G can be split into four parts, using the identity
E{q)(n ' <1 +  m ) =  m (?o +  E(q)) ^2 u(r\ q ) u (r){q)
r
+ ™{qo -  E(q)) V(r\ - q ) v (r){ - q ) .  (4.50)
r
Just one of these parts, which we shall call G++, contains two internal positive 
energy states, so that, attaching positive energy spinors to (4.49), we have sixteen 
terms in which we write
M0 = M ß{P",P'-,p",f>')
=  (2tt) - 8 f<T(k",k') W(P";p", k")G++(P"; k")
x K “(P",P‘; k", k')G++( *') +  ••• ,  (4.51)
where all the remaining terms contain at least one negative energy state, and
TlP 1
G++{P,p) 1 E ( \ P  + p ) E ( \ P  -  p) (po -  xi (P;p)  + is)(po + x2(P\p)  -  i e) ’
(4.52)
where
xi{P-p) = E ( \ P  + p ) - \ P o
x2(P- p ) = E ( \ P  - p ) - \ P 0. (4.53)
In the case of the two impulse approximation diagrams there are only eight terms, 
since one of the nucleons is a spectator and its propagator appears only once.
We now consider the terms which contain at least one negative energy state. 
The only terms which contribute at the 17tE level are those in which K ß is given by
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the impulse approximation diagrams and there is exactly one negative energy state 
adjacent to the vertex where the photon is absorbed. This is simply the pair current 
(PC) contribution, which is suppressed if pseudovector coupling is used, in which 
case the seagull contribution has a similar effect. All the other terms involving 
at least one negative energy state are at least at the 27tE level. If pseudovector 
coupling is used then these terms are very small; however in tha t case a seagull 
interaction is necessary to preserve gauge invariance. If pseudoscalar coupling is 
used then these terms can be quite large, but are to a large extent cancelled by 
a class of 27tE contributions. These are generated by a 7T7tNN contact interaction 
and arise quite naturally in a chiral invariant theory. They are usually simulated 
by a <j NN interaction. In our calculations we use pseudovector 7tNN coupling and 
include the 77tNN seagull interaction to preserve gauge invariance.
We therefore consider only the first term  of (4.51), and write
A"(P", P'- p " , p ‘) =  (2 ir)-sJd4(k", V(P";
x K “(P", P'\ k", k')G++(P"-, (4.54)
Defining A0 by analogy with W0 we can use symbolic notation to write (4.54) as
K  = VG++K»G++V. (4.55)
Note tha t the right hand side of (4.54) is free of zeros and poles.
The situation is slightly more complex when we take the m atrix element between 
a bound state and a continuum state. The equation analogous to (4.49) is
A r  = K ßGW  +  W G K ßGW, (4.56)
and retaining only positive energy states we have
MS =  K ßG++W + W {+)G++k t‘G++W. (4.57)
The appearance of implies tha t must be used in (4.47). Using (4.43), we 
obtain in symbolic notation the equation analogous to (4.54),
Ag = (n -  Vo gw ) K ßG++ V+ (4.58)
Note th a t the cut in Mo for PS >  y 4 m 2 + P"1. which appeared along with 
is absent from A0.
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Using techniques developed in section III of Jaus and Woolcock [40] it can be 
shown that the results gained by calculating m atrix elements between two bound 
states using (4.54) and between a bound state  and a continuum state using (4.58) 
are formally identical. For convenience, therefore, we can use (4.54) as the basis 
of all calculations. For each irreducible diagram this allows us to calculate A0 and 
hence A. The results for the individual contributions are given in section 5.2.
4.3 T h e  D iffe re n tia l C ro ss -S e c tio n  a n d  th e  
M u ltip o le  E x p a n s io n
In order to connect the differential cross-section for deuteron photodisintegration 
in the centre-of-mass frame to the m atrix elements of the electromagnetic current 
operator we need to define a set of axes. W riting the reaction in the centre-of-mass 
frame as
7 (90, q) +  d(y jM2 +  ql, - q ) -> p{yjm2 +  p20, p 0) +  n( \Jm 2 +  - p 0), (4.59)
where M  is the mass of the deuteron and m  is the mass of either nucleon, we choose 
axes so tha t Oz  is along p 0 and Oy is along q x p 0. The scattering angle 6 is the 
angle (in the centre of mass frame) between the incoming photon and the outgoing 
proton. The component along Oz  of the spin of the deuteron is m j, and the final 
state has total spin s and a component of spin along Oz  of m s. To fix the photon 
within this scheme we must also define a second set of axes with Oz'  along q and 
Oy' arbitrary. Let (j) be the angle of the right-handed rotation about Oz  that takes 
the axis Oy' into Oy. We then choose the transverse gauge, so tha t the polarisation 
4-vector e^  of an incoming photon with helicity p is defined by
£(±1) =  (0 ,e (±1>), (4.60)
where
e (±1) =  -4=(=F ex' - i e yl).  (4.61)
The centre of mass photon energy r/o and the magnitude of the centre of mass 
momentum of either outgoing nucleon po are related to each other through the 
centre of mass total energy W  by
<?o + =  =  + q l  (4.62)
If qlQb is the laboratory frame photon energy, we have
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(4.63)
Instead of using the modified two nucleon current density A defined in (4.45) it is 
convenient to follow Jaus and Woolcock [42] by using the electromagnetic current 
density j  defined by
Ä (P " ,P ';p " ,p ')  =  P'\ p", p ) .  (4.64)
The centre of mass differential cross-section can then be obtained from the 
current density j  by
-^ {qo ,0 ;sm s, i imd) =  \T(qo,0<f>-, sm s, p m d)\2 ,
where
T(qo,0<t);sms, p m d) =
V  qo Ö 7 T
x J d 3(p",p')$(- l ( p 0-,p"ye(ß) • i(9 o ,g ;p /',p ')^m d( - g ; p ,)1 (4-66)
where a  is the fine structure constant, is the polarisation 4-vector of the photon, 
is the outgoing wave function for the two-nucleon continuum state and 4>md is 
the wave function of the deuteron. By writing j  in (4.66) as a function of q0 and q 
rather than P" and P' we indicate that we are dealing with the current density in 
the centre of mass frame, where the external momenta are
P" =  (W ,0 ), P' =  (^ /M 2 +  <7o, (4.67)
The connection with the notation of Partovi [37] can be established from equa­
tion (2.30) of Jaus and Woolcock [40]; the incoming scattering wave function 4^- 1 
used by Partovi is the coordinate space equivalent of the function introduced 
in (4.66), and is exactly our function 4d_) if one makes the replacement fiN —► 1 
which is in turn related to the scattering wave function 4d~)(P, p 0; p)  defined in 
(4.32) by
/  2)77
=  y ^ ^ ' “ ’(O.Poip")- (4-68)
We need to transform the deuteron wave function to the rest frame, which was 
performed in the last part of section III of Jaus and Woolcock [40]. The effect is to
Po = \ j 5 M </ob -  (m2 -  \ M 2).
introduce an effective 4-current density operator j  which is used when the deuteron 
wave function is calculated in the rest frame. After these steps (4.66) becomes
T(qo,0(j)-sms, in n d) = 6
V <7o 0 7 r
X Jd3{p,\ p ,) ^ a{p0;p"TeM  • jU o ^ p ^ p O ^ m ^ O jp ') .  (4.69)
We now Fourier transform j(q0, q\p",p')  twice, first by transforming the photon 
3-momentum q into £:
j{Qo ,Z\P",P') =  (2 7r)-3Jcl3q exp ( - i q  • £)j(q0i q\ p",p').  (4.70)
Note that when we transform q £ r/0 remains constant, so we are using the off 
mass-shell properties of the quantities on the right hand side. These continuations 
are available if the quantities are calculated from Feynman diagrams.
We then transform the difference of the internal relative momentum variables 
p" — p' into an internal relative space coordinate x.  The other degree of freedom 
in p '\p '  is included as p' and becomes the gradient operator acting to the right, 
tha t is, on the deuteron wave function. We write this operator Vx. Thus the 
electromagnetic current has a quasilocal form in coordinate space. Then we can 
use the form of e^  in (4.60) and (4.61) to write (4.66) as
T(qo, 0(j>\ s m s, p m d) =
(po oi M 
qo Stt
x Jdz(  exp iq ■ £ j d 3x (p0; x)*e{ß) • j(q0, £; x, Vx)^md(x).  (4.71)





(u(x) +  Si2w(x))  X l m ,
S12 =  3(<T! • x )((T2 ■ x)  -  (Tl • <72,
(4.72)
(4.73)
is the usual quadrupole operator,
w(x) = (4.74)
and Xim is the spin wave function. Note tha t we have made here an implicit spinor 
reduction tha t replaces the 4-spinors introduced in (4.10) with 2-spinors, not only 
in the wave functions but also in the potential.
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Making the standard expansion into electric and magnetic multipoles, equation 
(4.71) becomes
T(q0, 0(f); s m s, p m d) =  elß4>t(q0, 0; s m s, p m d) (4.75)
where
t(qo,0 ; s m s, p m d)
= H  [(•sm»l£<L) lm4  + /* (*™»lM(L) lm J>]. (4-76)
L
where
(s7??.sI E (h) \md) = (sm s| E[L) \md) +  {sms\ E 2L) \md) ,
(sm s\E[L) Im d) =
Ipo q M 
qo 8?r \
>7r(2/v - H )  -L+l [j 3 ^ ( - )  ( )>
L(L  +  1) ] a X ^smAP 0,X)
‘j i t f O i  ^ x ) l p m ci{ 'E  )}
(sm s| |m d) =
'po a M  
qo Stt \
2?r(2L +  1) .L+1 
L(F +  1) *
m s — m^i (£)€ • Vx)</>md(ic), (4.77)
(sm s| M (L) |?nd) = Po ö M  
</o 87T \
2tt(2L +  1 ).l
L(L +  1) ‘
iL J d 3x ¥ j s(p0- x ) ’
mJ-mXt) ■ i(9o, Vx)^md(ic). (4.78)
Here a? is the vector separation of the nucleons, and j L(</o£) is a spherical Bessel 
function. The operator Vr acts on the deuteron wave function as discussed above. 
The bound state and continuum two nucleon wave functions il)md(x)  and 4>^„(Poi P") 
must be calculated using a nucleon-nucleon potential from the literature. We have 
performed calculations using the Bonn [2], Paris [3] and Moscow [4] potentials.
Making use of the Wigner-Eckart theorem and parity restrictions on the mul­
tipole amplitudes, we can obtain any multipole am plitude provided we have the j  = 
L —1, L, L-f 1 components of the expressions for (111 E^L\  M (L) 10), (101 E {h\  M (L) | —1) 
and (0 0 |£ (L),M (L) |-1 ) .
Following Jaus and Woolcock [43], we now write expressions for some observables 
in terms of the multipole amplitudes. The differential cross-section is defined in
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term s of the multipole amplitudes in equations (4.65), (4.66) and (4.75) through 
(4.78). For photons with a degree of linear polarisation £/ along Ox ' ,
=  7„(0)(1 +  E ,E (0)cos2^), (4.79)
where
Io{0) = \  Y  \t(0',sms,+ h r id)\2 (4.80)
S m s T T l d
is the unpolarised differential cross-section and
7O(0)E(0) =  - |  t (0 ; sm s, (4.81)
smsmd
The quantity E(0) is the 7-a.symmetry. The total cross-section in term s of the 
multipole amplitudes is
87r ^  1
" ' “ T v  27/ +  1
x [ | |  (10| £ (L) |0) I2 +  ±| (10| M <L| |0) I2 + I (11| E (L) |1) I2 +  I (11| M “-» |1) I2 
+  | (11| £ (L) |0) I2 +  I (11| A7|L> |0) I2 +  I (11| £ (L) 1-1) I2 + I (11| M (L) 1-1) I2 
+  |(1 0 |£ :(L)| - 1 ) | 2 +  |(10|A 7(L> |- 1 ) | 2
+  | (00| £ (L> 1-1) I2 +  I (00| A7(L) 1-1) |; (4.82)
The other quantity which has been measured experimentally is the polarisation 
of the outgoing neutron. This is the same as measuring the analysing power for 
the radiative capture reaction np —> d7 when polarised neutrons are incident on an 
unpolarised proton target. The polarisation of the outgoing neutron for 7 d —> pn 
and unpolarised photons and deuterons is
Io(0)A(yn\0 )  =  i  Y  ( 5 " m " l  ain) l 5 ' ™ ! )  « X i  Vrnd)t(0; s"m \" ,  p m d)
s'm',s"m'J ßrrid
s/2
=  - r -  10’ l m d){t(0-, 11,1 -  t(0; 1 -  1,1
^ md
t(0\ 00, l m d){t(0; 11,1 m d) -f t{0\ 1 -  1, h n d)} . (4.83)
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C h a p te r  5
D e sc r ip tio n  o f th e  M o d e l
In this chapter we develop a theoretical model for deuteron photodisintegration. 
Section 5.1 concerns the modified current conservation (MCC) method. In section 
5.2 the various diagrams which contribute to the electromagnetic current density 
are individually considered and calculated. This leads to expressions for the con­
tributions to the electric and magnetic multipole amplitudes, which are displayed 
in section 5.3.
5.1 C u r r e n t  C o n se rv a tio n
In this section we consider the way in which the current conservation law for 
the electromagnetic 4-current density can be used in the calculation of tha t part 
of the electric multipole amplitude denoted by E[L) in (4.77). The amplitudes 
and M (L) are calculated directly from the effective 3-current density j.
The current conservation law can be stated in momentum space using the two- 
nucleon electromagnetic current defined in (4.64) as
(p" - n ■ (i(p")\j(p", n  I i(p')) = o, (5.1)
where P ' , P" are on mass-shell, and the photon momentum q =  P" — P' is in general 
off mass-shell. This law is true on very general grounds, and must apply to the 
electromagnetic current obtained by evaluating the irreducible Feynman diagrams. 
However Arenhövel [44] and Ja.us and Woolcock [45] have shown that there is no 
straightforward way in which this result can be applied to the calculation of the 
electric multipole amplitudes.
In order to see why this is so, we turn  first to the expression in terms of the 
electromagnetic current density for the contribution to the electric multipoles known
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as E {^ \  and defined in (4.77). This is the part of E {L) which we wish to calculate 
using current conservation. Integrating by parts we obtain
x Jd3x'b[^i (p0;*)'
X ( J +  f ^ J  • j(qo,t;x,V(5.2)
Using (4.62) the magnitude p0 of the momentum of either outgoing nucleon satisfies
4 (m 2 +  po) — ( f/o +  • (5.3)
Equation (5.1) remains true when we replace j  by j  = (p, j) . Transforming to 
coordinate space, (5.1) becomes
J d 3x ^ (sm\{p0-,x )(q -3 (qo ,q\x) -  q0p{qo, q \ «))  ^>md{x ) = (5-4)
where the effective momentum po is no longer p0 but is given by
4 (in2 -I- po) =  +  \ J M 2 +  g 2^ ) . (5.5)
Fourier transforming (5.4) from q into £ we obtain 
[d3x y {sm\{Po-,x) (*V* • j(qo,Z;x) ~  qop(qo,t;x))exp{iq-£)iJjmd(x)  =  0, (5.6) 
In their work, Jaus and Woolcock [42, 7] assumed the equality
^  -j(qo,t- ,x)  = q0p{qo,&x),  (5.7)
in order to rewrite (5.2) in terms of the charge density p. However, this equality 
cannot be deduced from (5.6), because of the dependence of p0 on q. This depen­
dence could be removed by forcing the photon to be real, i.e. setting q0 = \q\, but 
then (5.6) is not sufficiently general to deduce (5.7).
We will now describe the modified current conservation (MCC) method used 
in this calculation, as derived by Jaus and Woolcock [45]. We start by considering 
the convection current density. We wish to evaluate the divergence of the internal 
convection current
J d 3x ^ ä ( P o ;  x)*q • jf(int.conv.; <7 , x ) ^ md(x),  (5.8)
where
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jf(int.conv.; q, x)  = —  
Im
(ei exp ( \ iq  • -  e2exp ( —\ iq  • * Vr )^
+  (+* (ei exp {±iq • aj) -  e2exp [ ~ \ iq  • * ) ) (5.9)
and
et- =  |(Il +  T,-,). (5.10)
Transforming to coordinate space the equations of motion (4.21) and (4.33) for the 
initial and final states we have
( — - V 2 +  V ( x ) \  ipmd(x ) =  J ~ ( M2 ~  4 m 2)*pmd(x)\  m /  4m
( - - V J +  V ( x ) )  (5.11)
\  l~t~L J ?72
Note that the potential V and current density j  are operators depending not only 
on x but also on Vx, though we have not written this explicitly.
We can then rewrite the divergence (5.8) in terms of the non-relativistic impulse 
approximation charge density
p(0\ q ;  x)  =  ei exp [^iq • x ) +  e2 exp ( ~ \ i q  • a?) (5.12)
where
■ j  (int.conv.; q,x) ipmj(x)
= qoF(q0)Jd3x *) V 0,(g; x)t/>mt(x)
- J ( P x  ( l x ) 'p m {q, x)ipmj(x)  
x ) ’p(0,(q; x)V(x)t/>md(x))  ,
p* A / 2 - W  *  ,
qoF(qo) =  ^  -  .m 4 777 2777
(5.13)
(5.14)
In a shorthand notation where =  again denotes equality when a m atrix element is 
taken,
q ■ j(in t.conv.) =  q0F(q0)p(0) -  V, p(0) . (5.15)
It follows from (5.2) and (5.13) that
(Sm,\ Ep(int.conv.) I m d) =
F{qo) Jd3X ^ i^ (p 0; *)^mi-md(<?o; x)lpmd(x)
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- ~ r j d 3 x  ( V( -x )']l i m , ( P o ;  F^-_md{q0-, x)tßmj(x)
-I 'im , (po; x)"F^.mä(q0-, x)V(x)i>mä(xj) , (5.16)
where
Fms-md(<lo\ «) = (ei + ( —l)Le2) ^1 + x ^ j  j L(\q0x)Y^s)_md(x). (5.17)
By using the explicit form of the matrix element between the initial and final 
physical states of the divergence of the internal convection current density, we have 
obtained (5.13) and (5.16). These equations allow us to circumvent the difficulties 
associated with (5.6) described above, at least for the internal convection part of 
the current. The other pieces of the current density are dealt with below.
Both Partovi [37] and Arenhövel [44] make the unnecessary approximation
f(9o) = 1 + ^ ’ (5-18) 
(using A = 2 and crf = —1 in the case of Arenhövel). In fact a good approximation 
is
F{q0) = 1 + (5.19)
2m
where B = 2m — M is the deuteron binding energy. To use (5.18) consistently 
it would be necessary to modify the commutator term on the right hand side of 
(5.13) (see Jaus and Woolcock [45]) but it is quite straightforward to use the exact 
relation (5.14).
We develop the modified current conservation (MCC) scheme by decomposing 
the effective electromagnetic current density into impulse approximation and meson 
exchange parts
J =  j(IA) + j(M E). (5.20)
Note that the effective meson exchange current density is not significantly differ­
ent from the actual meson exchange current density. We decompose the meson 
exchange part into one pion exchange, medium range and short range parts,
j  = jr(IA) + j (  IttE) + i(M R) + i(SR). (5.21)
The last three terms on the right hand side of (5.21) are by analogy with nucleon- 
nucleon potentials, which usually have a recognisable one pion exchange part. The 
division of the remainder of the potential into short and medium range parts is
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essentially arbitrary, but medium range effects are taken to include both two- and 
three-pion exchange interactions, including p and lj exchange and the a interac­
tion. We further decompose the impulse approximation part into a non-relativistic 
impulse approximation part and a relativistic correction part,
j(IA ) =  j(N R IA )+ j(R C ) , (5.22)
and then decompose the non-relativistic impulse approximation part into centre of 
mass, internal convection and spin parts,
j  (NRI A) =  j  (c.m.conv.) -f j  (int.conv.) +  j  (spin). (5.23)
It can easily be shown that for several of these parts the divergence of the 
electromagnetic current density will have no effect on the scattering amplitude. 
In particular, the divergence of the spin part of the current density is zero. The 
centre of mass convection part of the current density is proportional to g, and since 
e • q = 0 in the transverse gauge we have adopted it cannot contribute to the 
reaction amplitude.
We do not employ current conservation in dealing with certain other parts of 
current density. The electric and magnetic multipole amplitudes due to A(1232) 
exchange are calculated directly from diagrams in which a x or p(770) meson is 
exchanged, and this part of the current density is exactly conserved. The ampli­
tudes due to the relativistic correction to the impulse approximation are calculated 
directly from j(RC).
We use (5.15) to write
q • j  (int.conv.) +  q ■ j ( l x E )  +  q ■ j(M R ) +  q ■ j ( SR)
=  qoF(qo)pW + (q-jI ttE) -  \V(WEp<°>])
+  (<7 -i(M R ) -  [v (M R ),p (0)] ) +  (9 ' i (S R )  — [k (SR),/>*0*]) . (5.24)
Partovi [37] neglects all but the first term  on the right hand side, and replaces F(qo) 
with 1 -f qo/Am. Since this approximation leads to quite reasonable results, the last 
three terms on the right hand side of (5.24) must involve significant cancellation. 
This suggests tha t even though the multipole amplitudes are being calculated us­
ing only p(°\ meson exchange effects are being included implicitly via the wave 
functions.
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The next order of approximation is to include also the second term  on the right 
hand side of (5.24), which we shall call the 17tE mismatch correction. This is the 
approximation we use for calculations. From the standard expression for E(l7rE) 
to leading order, and the explicit expressions for jf (17rE) to leading order contained 
in Jaus and Woolcock [42] as (2.12) and (2.13), it can easily be shown tha t (quoting 
equation (17) of Jaus and Woolcock [45])
q • jf(17TE) =  q0p( \ ttE) +  [V (l7rE),p(0)], (5.25)
where p(l7rE) is defined in equation (18) of tha t paper. This result continues to 
hold if a monopole form factor is introduced at the 7rNN vertex when calculating 
j ( lx E ) ,  /o( 1 7tE) and V(l7rE).
The calculations of Jaus and Woolcock [42] show that the first term  on the right 
hand side of (5.25) has only a small effect on the electric multipole amplitudes. From 
this we can see that the second term  on the right hand side of (5.24) involves a 
strong cancellation. We assume there is a similar cancellation within the third and 
fourth terms on the right hand side of (5.24). We therefore expect tha t the sum of 
these last two terms is small compared with the terms within the parentheses, that 
is
(/!  q j (MR + SR) |i) «  ( / |  [V (M R +  SR), p<°>] | i ) . (5.26)
Medium and short range effects on the electric multipole am plitudes are estim ated 
in this fashion in nearly all calculations of deuteron photodisintegration. Since 
the medium range contributions are incompletely understood and the short-range 
contributions are unknown, we cannot use any more accurate method.
We now turn to a close examination of the second term  on the right hand side 
of (5.24), which lies at the heart of the modified current conservation method. The 
internal convection part of the current obeys (5.15), which we now write
(.f \ q  • j (  int.conv.) |z) =  q0F(q0) {f \ p (0) |i) -  ( / |  [V, p(0)] | i ) , (5.27)
where the initial and final states are calculated using the true potential V.  Adding 
together (5.27), (5.26) and the equation obtained by taking m atrix elements of both 
sides of (5.25), we have the practical form of the current conservation law
( / |  q • j (int.conv. +  17tE +  MR +  SR) |i)
~  qoF{q0) ( / |  p(0) |i) +  q0 ( / |  p( I ttE) \i) . (5.28)
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We would like to calculate the right hand side of (5.28), but to do so we require 
initial and final wave functions obtained from the true potential V. However the 
nucleon-nucleon potential V0 actually used for calculating wave functions may differ 
from the true nucleon-nucleon potential V = Vo +  V\ by a small amount V\ which is 
unknown. This might be due to charge dependent effects, since Jaus and Woolcock 
[42] have shown that the use of the correct charged and neutral pion masses and 
coupling constants has a surprisingly significant effect on the forward cross-section. 
Medium and short range effects are poorly understood and are parameterised in 
different ways in different potentials. Also the coupling constants and cutoff pa­
rameters used in NN potentials are underdeterm ined by the data on which they 
are based. For instance Haidenbauer et al [48] give several different variants of the 
Bonn potential; each of these is claimed to give acceptable fits to nucleon-nucleon 
data, but their values for / -^NN and AN are significantly different.
Only the initial and final states obtained from Vq are available for the calculation 
of m atrix elements. The counterpart of (5.27) is
(/o| 9  ‘ J  (int.conv.) |i0) =  qoF(q0) ( / 0| p(u) |z0) -  ( /0| [Vo, p(ü)] |*o), (5.29)
where the initial and final states are calculated using Vo- Since the left hand sides 
of (5.27) and (5.29) are small (0 (m -1)) and approximately equal, their difference 
will be negligible. Hence
<IoF(qo) ( / |  p{0) 10 *  q0F(qo) < / o |  P{0) N o )  +  ( / I  [ V ,  P(0)] |«> -  (fo \ [ W ” ] |i0) . (5.30) 
Combining this with (5.28) leads to
( / I  9  ■ J  (int.conv. -f 17tE -f MR +  SR) \i) «  qoF(q0) ( f 01 p(0) |z0) 
+<7o (/|/> (1ttE) |i) T ( / |  [V,p(0)] |0  -  </o| [V0,p (0)] |i0) . (5.31)
The small difference between the third and fourth terms of (5.31) derives from the 
correction V\ to the potential and the consequent difference between the wave func­
tions obtained from V  and Vo. We wish somehow to take account of this difference. 
Jaus and Woolcock [42, 43] have shown that deuteron photodisintegration observ­
ables are insensitive to short range (<  0.8 fm) effects, so the main contribution to 
this difference can be expected to come from lzrE. We therefore write (5.31) as
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( / I  Q ’ jfint.conv. +  l7rE -f MR +  SR) |i) ^  qoF(qo) ( f0\ p(u) |z0) 
+  ( / |  q - j { I ttE) Ii) -  (f0\ [Vo(l7rE), /?(0)] |z0) , (5.32)
where Vo(l7rE) is the one pion exchange part of Vo, he. the one pion exchange part 
of the nucleon-nucleon potential used for calculating wave functions. In order to 
parameterise the unknown m atrix element ( f \ q  • jr(17rE) |i) we need to introduce 
an effective current density j eff(l7rE) which satisfies
The right hand side of (5.32) is then expressed entirely in terms of wave functions 
calculated from the assumed potential Vo. The effective current density jfeff(l7rE) is 
characterised by the parameters and AN which can only be obtained by fitting 
to deuteron photodisintegration data, and only by such a fit can one judge whether 
the approximation (5.33) is reasonable. Examination of the mismatch between the 
param eters needed to fit deuteron photodisintegration observables and those used 
in the NN potential provides a measure of how realistic the NN potential is.
5.2 C o n t r ib u t io n s  to  t h e  E le c t r o m a g n e t i c  
C u r r e n t  D e n s i ty
The electromagnetic current defined in (4.64) is in principle calculated by sum­
ming all the irreducible Feynman diagrams for the process (4.37). In practice we 
limit ourselves to those diagrams in figure 5.
5.2.1 Im pulse A pproxim ation
The impulse approximation is represented by figure 5 (a), in which one nucleon 
is a spectator to the photon’s absorption by the other nucleon. Figure 5 represents 
the contribution we shall call jj(IA ); there is an analogous diagram where the other 
nucleon absorbs the photon, which leads to the contribution we call j 2(IA).
The first two terms on the right hand side of (5.23) have been considered in 
section 5.1. The internal convection current j(int.conv.) is given in coordinate 
space in (5.9); in momentum space it is
where =  as usual denotes ecpiality when a m atrix element is taken, and e, is defined
( f \q • j (1ttE) \i) «  (/o| q • J eff(l7rE) |z0) . (5.33)
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in (5.10). The spin part of the current in momentum space is
i(spin; </0, q; p",p') =  -^ - (2 tt)3 <$(3 )(p " -  p  -  \ q ) { t i +  k x ) i ( T i  x q , (5.35)
where
=  |(/CS1 +  ACyT.z). (5.36)
We require the impulse approximation j(IA ) to the effective current density, 
whose m atrix element is to be taken between rest frame wave functions. This 
calculation is performed in section 3 of Jaus and Woolcock [40], and using equation 
(3.25) from that work we can obtain j .  In practice the only part of j  which differs 
significantly from j  is j(IA ). j(IA ) has been evaluated up to 0 ( m ~3) in the centre 
of mass frame by Jaus and Woolcock [42], for convenience we quote the relativistic 
correction part of it here:
jh(R C ;q0, q ; p \ p ' )  =  - ^ ( 2 tt)3 <$(3 )(p " - p  -  \q )
Ui -f  kx)iai  X q-^r-^(q + 2ial X p )
Im
~ - ^ { 2 p l2p' + q • p'itri xp ' - f  p 2icrx x q)
X p  (T{ X P ~ J ^ 2 P'iq ' “  ^ 2 ) x p') (5.37)
We can extract three pieces of j(R C ): one of 0 (m  2)
3 \(RC, 0 ( m ~2); q0, q ; p", p )
=  — 4 ^ 2 )3 ^(3Hp ,/ “  P ' -  |g ) ( ?  +  2z<x 1 x p ') , (5.38)
one due to magnetic moment coupling, of 0 (m -3 ),
Ji(R C , 0 (m “3), m.m.; r/0, q ; p " ,p ')
=  — 4 ^ 3  ^ 1  (2tt)3^(3)(p" -  p ' -  ^g)ig  X p V i • p ', (5.39)
and one due to charge coupling, of 0 (?rz-3 ),
jj(R C , 0 ( r a -3 ), ch.; <70, <7 !p",p') =  - j ^ e 1(27r)3<5(3)(p / / -  p ' -  |g )
X { —2p'2p' — p'2i(T\ X q — p' • qicr\ x p '  +  | p ' |  . (5.40)
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The charge coupling term has a negligible contribution to the multipole ampli­
tudes. The magnetic moment coupling terms are proportional to either or «s- 
Since ks «  — 0.012 is much smaller in magnitude than ~  3.706 we can neglect 
term s 0 ( m ~ 3K,s). This means tha t the only amplitudes proportional to ac3 which 
need to be taken into account are those of 0 ( m ~ 2) with a singlet final state which 
contribute to Of the amplitudes proportional to we consider at 0 ( m ~2)
those contributing to the multipoles E ^ \  M 0) and with triplet final states 
and and E ^  with singlet final states, and at 0 ( m ~3) those contributing to
with triplet final states and M ^  with singlet final states. These amplitudes 
are given in section 5.3.
5 .2 .2  O ne P io n  E xch an ge W ith o u t  a A (1 2 3 2 )  
In term ed ia te
The pion exchange contribution to the electromagnetic current is represented 
by figures 5 (b) (the pion current contribution, which we shall denote 7rC) and (c) 
(the seagull contribution, which we shall denote SG). Sections IV through VI of 
Jaus and Woolcock [40] contain an extensive treatm ent of pion exchange effects. As 
discussed in tha t work, the deuteron photodisintegration data favour pseudovector 
coupling rather than pseudoscalar, although they are identical to leading order.
It is im portant to note that the exchange of a neutral pion makes no contribution 
at leading order to either of these diagrams. This is obvious in the case of the 
pion current, since V(77r°7r°) =  0. In the case of the seagull diagram we have 
V(~fTT°pp) = V ^ ^ n n )  = 0. Thus any contribution to the reaction am plitude is 
due entirely (at leading order) to the exchange of charged pions. At higher orders 
the small difference in mass and coupling constant between charged and neutral 
pions has a negligible effect. Accordingly we use the charged pion mass m n± and 
coupling constant f n- pn = f^+np throughout when calculating jr(1 7tE ). This has a 
surprisingly significant effect, since the mismatch between the pion mass used in 
j(l7 rE ) and tha t used in Vo( I ttE ) affects the variation with energy of the forward 
cross-section.
All the I ttE operators contain denominators of the form m \  -f (p ±  \ q ) 2 — \q$ 
from the pion propagator. If an expansion is made in powers of q the terms will
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contain factors uj 2n, where n is a positive integer,
Cj2 =  m 2 + p 2 (5.41)
and is an effective “energy dependent pion mass” , defined by
~ \ (l l , (5-42)
which we have used throughout this calculation.
In order to evaluate the electric and magnetic multipoles we must integrate ex­
pressions derived from the current density over x. However, some of these integrals 
are logarithmically divergent when point vertices are used. The physical reason for 
this is that the structure of the strong vertices is being neglected. To correct for 
this a monopole form factor (A2 — ???2)/(A 2 — k2) is included at the 7rNN and 77tNN 
vertices. The l7rE operators then depend on an effective monopole cutoff
A» =  A2n -  \c,20. (5.43)
In addition, the inclusion of a cutoff destroys the current conservation law, 
unless new terms are added to the nC contribution to the current density. This 
leads to the replacements (see pp. 686-7 of Jaus and Woolcock [42])
w -2"(p) - 4 ( 1 -  (A2 -  m 2, ) ^ —  -  f r 2n(p)), (5.44)
where to(p) is defined in (5.41) and
ft2(p) =  A2 + p 2. (5.45)
The introduction of a form factor also leads to a change in the lx E  nucleon- 
nucleon potential: the leading part of the 17tE NN potential becomes
VAP) =  • r 2
<7i p(T2 - p ( A j  -  m l f
(5.46)
' 1 ' ‘ u 2(p) ü 4(p)
and the various forms of the Bonn potential [2] are modified in just this way. The 
Paris potential [3], on the other hand, uses a different type of cutoff procedure. 
In our MCC scheme of calculation we modify j eff(l7rE) by means of a monopole 
form factor with param eter AN. However Vo(l7rE), the assumed potential defined 
in (5.32), is exactly the lx E  part of the potential being used.
For the current density due to the seagull and pion current diagrams to leading 
order we have
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j(S G ; P", P ' ; p " ,p ' )«  x r 2),
m l
CT\<T2-(p-\q) ^2CTl ‘ ( P +
uj2( p -  \q ) -  I n '2 u 2(p + \ q ) -  \<ll
f iJ (ttC; P " , P ' ;p " ,p ' ) »  - 2 ^ f i ( r ,  x r 2) ,p
m l
° 2-(p + ^ ) q j  - ( p -  <^?)
[w2(p +  ±<f) -  3<7o][“ 2(P -  5«) -  3<7o] ’
(5.47)
where u;(fc) is defined in (5.41) and p  = p" —p 1. The symbol ~  denotes approximate 
equality when a m atrix element is taken of each side, by analogy with the symbol 
=  defined after (4.49). Except for the appearance of the term  — \q% they are well 
known. After expanding to second order in q the expressions in coordinate space 
contain the functions Fn{ni^x) =  ( m ^ x ^ Y o ^ ^ x ) ,  where Y0 is defined in (5.113). 
Inclusion of the form factor leads to the replacement
„  . . ^ ^ , . A2 — m i  dFn(ANx)
Fn(m vx) -> Fn( m xx) -  Fn( \ Nx) +  — —----------- ------- , (5.48)
zAn An
after which we make the replacements m^  —> m n and AN —* AN.
We now wish to apply the modified current conservation scheme to the cal­
culation of the I ttE mismatch correction defined in section 5.1. To leading order
q ■ j ( I ttE) =  \q 0i ( r 1 X r 2)z (exp( \ i q  • x)  -  exp(± -  iq • * ))
x (F„(l7rE)<Ti • er2 + FIV( l x E ) S 12) ,  (5.49)
where S \2 is defined in (4.73). After applying the form factor modification described 
above we have
4 f2rp / 1  I ? \  1 J ttNN —2
1 ~  3 ^ 1 7 ”
x { m l Y 0(m nx) -  A„>o(An:e) +  £(Aj -  m^)ÄN(2 -  ÄNrc)To(ÄN^ )}
x {m*Y2(rhltx) -  Ä^>2(ÄNa;) -  -  m^)Ä^a;Fi(ÄNa:)} , (5.50)
where the functions Yt are defined in (5.113).
We now write to leading order the lx E  part of the potentials we use. For the 
Paris potential [3] this contribution is easily identified as
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|(3  + r i  • r 2)f{x)gax {Y0(m.nox)crl ■ a 2 4- Y2(mxox)Si2}
+  ^(1 -  t i • r 2)f(x)g% {Y0(max)(Ti • cr2 +  Y2{mwx)Su } , (5.51)
which is the usual l7rE potential with a cutoff function
f (x)  = (1 + (pa:)- '3)-1, p = 1.25fm-1, ß = 10. (5.52)
The other constants are given in [3]. Note that the Paris potential uses two pion 
masses. It follows that
[V(Paris; local l7rE),p(ü) = \qoi(rl x r 2)z(exp(^iq ■ x) -  exp(-^ iq  ■ x))
x (F„(Paris)^! • cr2 + FIV(Paris)5i2) , (5.53)
where
F„(Paris) = q0 \ f (x) (gxY0(mnox) -  glY^m^x))
FIV(Paris) = qö\f(x) (g^Y^m^x)  -  g*Y2{mzx)) . (5.54)
There are several slightly different forms of the Bonn potential; we have used 
the potential described as potential B in Table A.3, appendix A.3 of reference [2]. 
This is an energy independent quasilocal coordinate space potential. When this 
potential is used instead of the Paris potential, equation (5.54) is replaced by
F„(Bonn) = |<7o ra*
f A B 1 / A b2 \  A B 1
x Y0(m,x) -  ^ Y o ( A l x ) ^ A BaW0(A >)
( m* 2 \  m% J m * J
Flv(Bonn) =  \ q ö 'y -  ( — ) ö  47T  V m  J
x j y2(m,x) -  ( Y )  y2(A»x) - 1 - 1) , (5.55)
\ ^  7T /  " V  ^ j f  /  ^ ' 7r
where = 138.03 MeV, AB = 2000 MeV and
i f *  (~ m )2 m,> = 1 4 -81572MeV- (5.56)
Defining the functions Fn and FIV as
F11,iv = FIIiIV(l7rE) -  FII IV(potential), (5.57)
where the potential is Paris or Bonn, we have
(F„<r, ■ <r2 + CIVS,2)(«1 + Ü>S12)x£> = (Ul + VK512)x^ ,  (5.58)
where
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U =  Fnu +  8 Flvw 
W  = Fnw +  F,v(u -  2w), (5.59)
and w(x)  is defined in (4.74). From this we determine the contribution to the 
amplitudes E[L) for L = 1 ,3 ,5  arising from the 17tE m ismatch correction.
We also calculate to leading order the amplitudes M ^  from the term s of j (17tE) 
linear in q and the amplitudes M ^  and from the term s in j (17tE) which are 
quadratic in q. At 0 ( m ~ l ) we use the parts of jr (17rE) which are independent of or 
proportional to q. The part of j (17tE) which is independent of q is used to calculate 
the amplitudes E[]  ^ from the electric dipole operator
D(q0;x ,  Vx) = ~ i —j{qo ,0 ‘, x , V x). (5.60)
<lo
A convenient way to express D  is in term s of the operators D x defined in (4.2) of 
Jaus and Woolcock [42]. D  is then written in terms of functions G{. As mentioned 
above equation (5.117), the terms in Gn and GIV proportional to q0 (which are of 
leading order) are om itted under the modified current conservation scheme.
The part of jf(17rE) of which is linear in q leads to the lirE contribution
to the magnetic dipole moment operator
M ( q 0; x , V x) =  - \ i V q x j ( q 0, q ; x ) q=o (5.61)
The expression for M  at 0 ( m ~ l ) is given in equation (4.15) of Jaus et al [34]. 
Note tha t the expression given in equation (4.1) of Jaus and Woolcock [7] contains 
misprints.
5 .2 .3  O ne P io n  E xch an ge W ith  a A (1 2 3 2 ) In te rm ed ia te
Figure 5 (d) is the only diagram which contributes to deuteron photodisin­
tegration. The analogous diagram in which the pion is exchanged first gives no 
contribution when the initial state has isospin zero, as does a deuteron. Figure 5 
(d) actually represents two diagrams, corresponding to the absorption of the photon 
on one nucleon or the other.
Compared with one pion exchange without A(1232) interm ediates our under­
standing of one pion exchange with A(1232) interm ediates is rather poor. This is 
partly a consequence of the uncertainty concerning the value of the off mass-shell 
parameters x, y and 2  which we shall introduce shortly. As a result, it makes little
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difference which of the possible values for m n we choose to use, and for convenience 
in programming we shall use =  m n± as for ordinary one pion exchange.
The vertex V(7tNA) for the reaction A m(p a ) +  tt(&) —► N(/?a +  k) is given in 
(2.15), while that for 7(6*? q) -f N(p) —> A u(q -f p) is
f  [
V (7NA) =  - i e - ^ -  { (qv7a -  g„a7 * 9) +  2/7* (7 * 97a -  7a7 * 9)
™7T (
+ — [(9*aP • 9 -  9^Pa) +  Z7^7Ap • 9 -  7 • 9Pa)] f 7s- (5.62)772 J
The relationship between our notation and tha t of Benmerrouche et al [18] is
x = - X - \ ,  y = - Y  z — Z  , (5.63)
A ka =  - ,  a  =  I 5-. (5.64)777 2flfi
Note tha t from the form of the 7NA vertex we know the current density must be 
exactly conserved.
The undetermined constants 2:, y and 2 of (5.62) describe off mass-shell be­
haviour. In a previous calculation Jaus and Woolcock [7] made use of the alter­
native sp in-| propagator described in subsection 2.1.2. This has the convenient 
feature of annihilating all the off mass-shell terms. Criticisms of this propagator 
pointed out by Benmerrouche et al [18] and in section 2.1 have led us to employ 
the unitary sp in-| propagator in this calculation.
In practice we find tha t x , y and 2 can all be varied considerably about x = y = 
z = 0 without substantially affecting the fit. It is obviously inappropriate, therefore, 
to attem pt to fix these parameters by deuteron photodisintegration experimental 
results, and so we have chosen to set x =  y =  z = 0. Davidson et al [49] have made 
fits to pion photoproduction which suggest tha t a  ~  0.7, although the uncertainty 
is quite large.
In the same manner as in subsection 5.2.2 the expansion in powers of q of 
the expressions containing the pion propagator leads to the quantity m n. The 
introduction of a monopole form factor (A^ — m ^ ) / ( A 2A — k 2) with cutoff param eter 
A a at the 7tNA vertex leads similarly to a quantity
Ä1 =  A i -  \ q l  (5.65)
by analogy with (5.43), and the substitution
u~n{p) - >  u~n(p) Ai m* (A2n + P2) - b  + f ;  7 ? (Al + p T K  (5.66)Ai -  A2, Ai -  K
where u>(p) is defined in (5.41) and n = 2,4. There is definite evidence (see Dillig
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and Brack [50] and M athiot et al [51]) tha t A a is smaller than AN.
Since in the centre of mass frame the 4-momentum of the interm ediate A(1232) 
in the diagram of figure 5 (d) is
p* * { m + q ° - E2 ^ + b p , + >q) ’ (5-67)
we have
p2A -  M A «  - M A +  m 2 -f 2mq0 -  p '2 -  2p ■ q +  q%. (5.68)
Rather than writing here q% = q2, as did Jaus and Woolcock [7], we retain the ql 
term  in the present calculation. Then after an expansion in powers of q an effective 
mass m appears given by
m 2 = M \  — (m +  go)2- (5.69)
By making the replacement q% —► q2, Jaus and Woolcock [7] effectively neglected 
the effect on the multipole amplitudes of the q% term  in (5.67), since they truncated 
the expansion in powers of q below the order at which the effects of a term  q2 in 
the A(1232) propagator denominator appear. At the higher energies we consider it 
has a significant effect, and we therefore take it into account directly, although by 
doing so we do not actually increase the order of the calculation.
The use of the form (5.68) to approximate the A(1232) propagator denominator 
has two major effects on the A contribution to the current density. First, the 
contribution is multiplied by the enhancement factor
( ■ - T ^ r  < « >
Second, the deuteron wave function is multiplied by the factor
f l  + C V  (5.71)
when calculating m atrix elements for the A contribution. This has the effect of 
folding of the deuteron wave functions, leading to the replacements
u ( x )  — > U ( x )
rx roo
= ?h e~mx diy u(y)  sinh(?7i?/) T sinh(mx) / dy u(y)  
Jo Jx
w(x) —> W( x )
Zi {x )jf dy w( y ) Z2{y) +  Z2( x ) J  d y w( y ) Z1(y)
- m y
=  771 (5.72)
where the deuteron wave functions u and w are defined in (4.72), and
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(5.73)( 3 \  3Z2{x) ==( 13--- —- ) sinh(?na:)  — cosh(ma:).
\ ) m x
Because we have truncated our diagrammatic expansion we need to consider 
putting the effect of the finite width of the A(1232) resonance into our calculation. 
Correcting the error of Jaus and Woolcock [7] pointed out by Glasgow-Mainz [52], 
below the pion production threshold (approximately q0 = m n) the width is zero, 
although there is a small energy-dependent contribution to the A(1232) mass which 
we neglect. Above the threshold we have T(q0) oc p3 (because the A(1232) is a P- 
wave resonance), where
and s ^  (7 7 7 -f  qo)2- It can easily be shown that for laboratory energies up to 200 MeV 
the effect of the A(1232) width is negligible, and we omit it from this calculation.
The A(1232) contribution to j l can be expressed in terms of the overall cou­
pling g& = A nnA naA nA and the cutoff parameter Aa- A nn is very accurately 
known, but there is some uncertainty in the product A naA na- The fit to low 
energy photoproduction from nucleons data by Olsson and Osypowski [53] gives 
A naA nA = 0.552 ± 0.018. From the constituent quark model (see Jaus and 
Woolcock [43]) we can obtain A naA na = 0.497A nn- The sum rule of Chem- 
tob and Rho [54], which does not include corrections of 0 (m -1), leads to the result 
A naA na = 0.434. In a previous calculation Jaus and Woolcock [43] adopted 
A naA na = 0.48, but noted that the value was rather uncertain. We have chosen 
to allow <7a to vary to fit experimental data.
Jaus and Woolcock [42] in their equation (2.21) give j x(A) to leading order in 
the centre of mass frame without the form factor as
P




x aiq x p + b{a, qp -  p ■ qa,)  + \b(q2(rx -  crx • qq) -  | ( 6 + c)ql<T\\
x<t2 • (p -  \q), (5.75)
where (specialising equation (2.22) of Jaus and Woolcock [42] to the case x — y =
(5.76)
a =  | ( l — tyi/Ma ) \
b =  -  | ( 1  -
c — (m /3M A)(2m /M A — 1)(1 — m / M A)~l +  | a ,
,  _  , / V n n / 7t n a J'yNa  2mn /  2<yo(m +  Qo)\
A _  4tt 3MÄ V A /l -  m 2 /
and p  — p" — p' . Jaus and Woolcock [42] then expand up to term s quadratic in q 
and qo to obtain their equation (2.23) for j j(A ) +  j 2(A). To leading order, the part 
of j ( A) which is independent of q leads to contributions to the am plitudes via 








The amplitudes M l1) are calculated from the terms in j ( A) which are linear in g, 
and the amplitudes E^  and from the terms quadratic in q.
At 0 ( m ~ l ) we consider only the part of jf(A) which is independent of q. It leads 
to an electric dipole operator D(  A, 0 ( m ~l )) given by equations (4.2) and (4.4) of 
Jaus and Woolcock [42], with the leading order term (proportional to r/0) deleted 
from the definition of GIU.
Some insight into why the A(1232) contribution is so insensitive to the off 
mass-shell parameters may be obtained by noting tha t the principal effect of the 
contribution is on the magnetic dipole amplitudes with a singlet final state. These 
amplitudes are independent of c, thus their only dependence on x, y and z is via 
the single number (y +  z +  2yz( 1 + m /M A)) (see Jaus and Woolcock [42] for details). 
This latter quantity tends to be constrained by pion photoproduction fits to be near 
zero. It would need to become quite large (of the order of 2) to have a significant 
effect, and even then it could to some extent be absorbed into a change in gA.
We consider this to be a reasonably good theoretical description of the aspects 
of one pion exchange with a A(1232) interm ediate which are im portant to deuteron 
photodisintegration. However no accurate determ inations of the param eters gA and 
Aa are available, so they are varied in the fitting of the experimental data.
5.2.4 V ecto r M eson E xchange
Apart from their contributions to the multipole am plitudes E\L) via the poten­
tial, medium- and short-range interactions make a significant contribution only via
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the magnetic dipole amplitudes involving a singlet final state. These contributions 
are usually expressed in terms of the functions H x and H u defined by Chemtob and 
Rho [54] via the magnetic moment operator in coordinate space. In the special case 
where the initial state has T  — 0,
M ( x )  =  — (r! -  r 2).
4 m
[h i(x )(o 1 -  <j2) +  Hn(x)((<ri -  a 2) ’ x x  -  |(<7i -  a 2)) • (5.78)
Using the vertices
r) =  - i e ? ^ e \ fiapqak(38n 3 (5.79)
for 7(eA, q) +  wM(fc) —> 7Tn(q +  /:) and
V ( u ; m )  = - i g uVH (5.80)
for o;m(A:) +  N(p) —> N(A: + p), the contribution to the functions //, and from 
the mixed 'ycoir current shown in figure 5 (e) can be evaluated to leading order (see 
Jaus and Woolcock [7] or Chemtob and Rho [54]) as





7 u ;7 r Y2(m 7rx) -  U2(m wx)\ m nJ
(5.81)
where (correcting a misprint in equation (6.7) of Jaus and Woolcock [7])
F  =1  7 u ;7 r
f  n-NN^/7a;7rPu;NN 2mm} (5.82)
The next order would be im portant if the m agnitude of / i w were large, but all the 
evidence suggests this is not the case.
We must also consider the current density arising from the exchange of a p(770) 
meson, either with or without a A(1232) interm ediate state. For diagrams that do 
not involve a A(1232) state we have the usual pNN vertex (2.29) and the 7 pNN 
seagull vertex
V(7/>NN) =  - - e^ A^T ^£ 3 .tn ,  (5.83)
where E\ is the polarisation of the incoming photon and the p(770) has spin index
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y  and isospin index a. For the 7pp vertex corresponding to
7 (£a, q) +  pß,a(P ~ \q) -* PvÄP +  \q)  (5.84)
we use the form in Lee and Yang [55],
V{ i p p ) =  ezzabfipxguv -  vßg»\ -  Vvg»\ +  (kp +  \) (qßg»\ -  q»9n\)\, (5.85)
where a c p ,  the anomalous magnetic moment of the p(770), is probably about 1.
Expanding in powers of m -1 , we need to go to 0 ( m ~ 2) to obtain the lowest 
order non-zero magnetic dipole operator. The im portant contributions at 0 ( m ~2) 
come from the p(770) current and seagull diagrams shown in Figure 5 (f) and (g) 
respectively, and the p(770) pair current. Since K p is so large, we need only consider 
the part proportional to (1 + R p)2. The contributions to Hi and H u are
Hi = Fp[(mpx -  l)Y0{mpx)  +  K,p( \ m px Y i ( m px ) -  yjj(mpa;))],
H  „ =  FpKpm px Y i (m px ), (5.86)
where
F-= T?S" + (5.87)
which agrees with Riska [56] if we set kp = 0. Note tha t the individual values of 
^ nn/ 47t and K p have no effect on deuteron photodisintegration other than through 
their combination Fp.
Vector meson exchange with a A(1232) interm ediate is represented by figure 
5 (h). As in simple one pion exchange (subsection 5.2.2) the analogous diagram 
where the photon is absorbed second makes no contribution when the initial state 
has T  =  0. The form of the pNA vertex is simply tha t for the 7 NA vertex (5.62), 
with the substitution / 7Na —> / pNa - The contribution calculated to leading order 
by Jaus and Woolcock [7]
H i =  0
Hu =  3 Fp&Y2(m px),  (5.88)
where
p  4 A na/ pnA ^ rn3p(l 4- K p) /  q0(2m +  <?0) \
9 47t — m)  \  M \  — m 2 J
is correct for the special case x = y = z = 0, despite the change of sp in -| propaga­
tors between the calculations.
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We must also consider the effect of structure at the pNN, pNA and u>NN vertices. 
We have represented this with a monopole form factor A2/(A 2 — k2). This is the 
form suggested for low momentum transfer in the extended vector meson dominance 
model of Gari and Krümpelmann [57]. It is the form considered appropriate for 
use in conjunction with a large K p, such as the value of around 6 obtained by 
Pietarinen (reported in section 9 of Dumbrajs et al [21]). In practice the results 
of calculations by Jaus and Woolcock [7] were found to be almost independent of 
Av, which is why it is sufficient for our purposes to use a single value of Av for all 
three vertices.
For the 'ycoiv current this leads to the replacement
where i = 0 or 2. The modification for p exchange is entirely analogous to (5.48), 
with the replacements (A2 — 7??.2) —> A2 and AN —* Av.
5.3 S e le c te d  E x p re s s io n s  for M u ltip o le  
A m p litu d e s
In this section we give expressions for the most im portant terms in the electric 
and magnetic multipole amplitudes (sm s \ E (L) \rrid) and (sm s| A/(L) |m^).
5.3.1 Internal Convection
The internal convection contribution to the electric multipole am plitudes is 
obtained by adding together the terms known as E[L\  which we obtain from (5.16), 
and E (2l \  which is obtained from (5.9). We first make the definitions
m l Y ^ m ^ x )  -  m l Y t(m ux)
a 2Aj  -  ml
A lY i(A vx) (5.90)
F ( 9o) =  ^  +  + (5.91)
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9h(\qox] =  {l + x T x )  k { ' qax)
= ) d \ (l«x ) +  or . , (agoaOjL-idgos)■ 2L + I ' 2 
L  +  1
2 i  + r 2(ko*)iL+i(59ox),
(5.92)
and Ztt =  
Then
(001 £'(L)(int.conv.) | —1) =  0,
3 f°°
(1 , ( m d +  1)1 £ (L)(int.conv.) |m d) = —  dx (5.93)
where
I f.Ll(x) = U^(x)  { * £ ’>(*) -  J^w+1>(*)}
+ H/al (*) -
4 ^ / K » i. . - ^ ± 2 c s u .)}.
/<L)(x) =  (/(LV )  +  ^ | i h f W ( * )  -  |± | / < « * ) ( * )
+ ^<->(x) { - ^ 5 r « ( * )  -  ^ ^ > ( * )
2(2L +  1) (L) _  2L(L  +  2) ^(L+m \
L(L +  1) Lul '  (L +  1)(2T +  3) Ln 1 ;
6(1 + 2) +a) 1 
2L + 3 (L+2)nl j J ’
(5.94)
where
U(L)(x) = F(q0)gh( \q0x)u(x)  —^ j L( \q0x ) xu ,( x ) y 







The deuteron wave function is defined in term s of u and w in (4.72). The definition 
of the continuum wave functions and of the radial functions F^3) in terms of thel s m 3
quantities in Partovi [37] is given in appendix B of Jaus and Woolcock [42].
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5 .3 .2  R e la t iv is t ic  C orrection
For the relativistic correction it is not difficult to give expressions for general L 
to leading order (0(???.~2)). We define the symbols
I 7vS, L odd 
7cv,L  even
/cv, L odd 
/cs, L even
(5.97)
In the remainder of this section we shall not show explicitly the radial dependence 
of the various functions. Then the electric multipole amplitudes for the relativistic 
correction to the impulse approximation are
(00|£'<L,(RC;O(m-2) ) |—1)




(1, (m d + 1)| E (L)(R.C; 0 ( m ~ 2)) \md) = ~(j —2 Jq dx x ~2 (5.99)
where the functions 7(L) are defined by
r ( L ) _  _  z y ( L ) p f L - i )  I r / ( L ) zt' (L - i ) I t / ( L )  c >(l + i ) _  r / ( L )  r ^ L + i )
1 l l \  1 (L-2)10 ' r (L )1 0  r ‘ 3  r (L )1 0  “ 4  r (L  +  2)101
/■(L) _  / 7 < L ) p ( b - l )  I L  ~  I  t t ( L )  p ( L - l )  I L  +  2  (L )  r , ( L + 1 )
1 0  —  J 1 l  r ( L - 2 ) l l  "T jr r i 2 r ( L ) l l  “T  ^  ^ 3  " M L ) ! !
(5.100)
using
H[L) =  —  ,1,1)(I + I)( » V  +2L -  1
//^L) = (L + 1) |(a;w/ -  u)(/L -  2^ — ^ -  2w#L + 
^3L) = £ jo™' -  )^<7l -  ~2X~+ '3 ^ ^ l " 2^ l +
6L(L +  1) 
2L -  1 ■ w j  L
6L(L +  1) _ .
~ 2 L T V WK
H 4L) = (x w Ql -  3(L +  l)u>jL),
^ 5L) =  {(^w7 -  U -  4x w  -  2w)gh - 6 L(L + l ) w j L} . (5.101)
The magnetic amplitudes for the relativistic correction are
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Q  f ° °
(001 M (L)(RC; 0(?7?~2)) 1 — 1) =  — / dx x ~x(xu — u + 2xw  +  4w)
4 m z Jo
XÄ { - ( L  + l i e ;  + i ^ . V o o }  (5-102)
and
/ 9 ^ ( L ) i-OO
( l , ( r a J +  l ) |M (L)( R C ;0 (m -2) ) |m <i) =  ^ r yo d x x ^ j j ^ ,  (5.103) 
where the functions 7(L) are defined by
C  = i//<L>F(t»)n -  )n
_ / / ( L ) / ^ ( L - l )  I O - ( L )  /7>(L +  1)
7 i 3 i  (L-i )n ' i J 4 J ( L + n i n (5.104)
using
H[L) =  — (L +  1) ( xu — u -4— ^ ---- — xw  — 2w
m L) =  L ( and — u +




/ / 3L) =  --------y———- ( xu '  — u — 4xw — 2w)
Lj
H\L) = —^ ~ " - (xu'  — u — 4xw — 2w).
4 L +  1
(5.105)
For the amplitudes of 0 [ m  3) included in the calculation, which derive from 
magnetic moment coupling, we have
(10| F (1)(RC; m .m , 0 ( m ~3)) | - 1 )
=  dx x~2j i{xu'  -  u +  2xw +  4w) (2F^)0 +  F ^ ) ,
(111 F ^ ( R C ;  m.m., 0 (ra~ 3)) |0)
=  dx x~2j i  (xu1 -  u +  2xw +  4w ) f ( +  F ™),









I ( x)  = (xu'  -  u -  4xw  -  Sw){2F^0 -  F™)gi
+ 2 (x2u" — 2xXL +  2u — 4 x 2w " — 4xw'  +  16i5)(F0(°0) +  F 2(020})ji. (5.108)
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5 .3 .3  O ne P io n  E xchan ge W ith o u t  a A (1 2 3 2 )  
In term ed ia te
To leading order, the amplitudes E[L) which arise from the 17tE m ismatch cor­
rection are (quoting equation (4.14) from Jaus et al [34])
(00 |E iL)( l7 rE ;0 (m ° ) ) |- l )  =  0
Q roo
(1 1 (jnd +  1)| E{L)(l7vE;0{m°)) \md) =  — J^ d x g ^ q ^ J ^ x ) ,  (5.109)
where nid =  0 , - 1  and the functions are obtained from the functions by 
making the replacements
U(L)(x) -► U{x), W ^ \ x )  -> W(x) ,  (5.110)
where U(x) and W(x)  are defined in (5.59). Note tha t because of the factor exp(^z'g* 
x)  — exp( — ^ iq • x)  appearing in (5.49) and (5.53) the am plitudes EJl)(17tE; 0 (ra 0)) 
are nonzero only for L odd.
In leading order there is also a 17tE contribution to the electric dipole amplitudes 
arising from the part of jr (1 7tE) quadratic in q , by means of the electric dipole 
operator
D =  \iqoVq(Vq • j ( q 0, q; x ,  Vx))
q=0
(5.111)
The electric dipole is expressed in terms of the functions defined in equation (4.7) 
of Jaus and Woolcock [42]; correcting the expression for Gu we have
f2 -
7T
Gu — 1-T^7T---(1 +  X2 ^ \)Y \d(^tt),




J  7TT N N
xtt y 0(2^ )^
47t 24
xlY2(Xn),tn NN QO47r 72mn
(5.112)
where
Y0 (t) = r 1e -‘,
Y1(t) = {l + t~')Yo(t),
Y2(t) =  (1 +  3(_1 + 3 r2)r0(<). (5.113)
Continuing to follow Jaus and Woolcock [42], functions 4>t are defined in terms 
of the functions Gt by
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— x u \G ix 4- §GXI) 4- u(Gii — G'ix — 3Gxi)
+xw'(8Gx + ^  GXi — Gxll 4- 6GXiv 4- 6GXv)
+w(6Gm + 8G1V — 2GV -  2GIX — 6GX 
+ y G Xi 4- 2Gxm 4- 12GXiv — 6GXV),
= xn (Gxiv 4- GXv) 4- u{G\u — Gxiv — GXv)
+xw'(3Gxu — Gxiv — G'xv)
+w(—Gm 4- 3GV 4- 3GIX — 3GX — 3GXm — 2GXiv 4- Gxv),
$ 1V = xu{Gx 4- |G Xi) 4- tt(GIV — Gx — |G Xi)
-j-xu/(Glx — 2GX — |G Xi — 2GXii)
+u>(Gn — GIV — 2G'V — 3GIX 4- 4GX — |G Xi 4- 6GXn 4- 2GXin),
4>v = x u \G xn) 4- u{Gw — Gxn) 4- x w ( —Gxu 4- 3GXiv 4- 3GXv)
+t5(3Gm — G'v — 9GX — 2G'xii 4- 3GXm 4- 6GXiv — 3GXv),
$vn =  ( u  4- 2u;)GVii. (5.114)
then the electric dipole amplitudes are obtained from the functions by
(00| £ (1>(1*E) 1-1) =  —6 $ V1I)
(10| £<*>(I ttE) 1-1) =  ß  [ / (1)(£ 1<1°0); §($, -  6$„, -  4 0 IV -  4 $ v))
+  /<»(£!?»•, | ( - 4 > ,  +  2 $ ,v  -  2*v)) +  / (1)(£j?o'. - T $ .v)] ,
(11| £ (1)(1^E) |0> =  ß[/ “ '(C*,1' ; $ , +  4$,„ +  2 $ lv -  2 $ v)
+ /"»(F1(,2,>; + §<DIV -  2$v) + I W (F£1; f  <i>,v)] , (5.115)
where
roo
I ln)( f % . . ; * ) = J 0 dx(5.116)
The contribution to the amplitudes E[L) at 0 (m _1) is obtained in a similar 
manner, using equations (5.114), (5.115), (5.113) and (5.116). Equation (5.112) is 
replaced by equation (4.3) of Jaus and Woolcock [42] with the term s in Gn and GIV 
proportional to r/0 removed, that is
/ ^  ui 1J 7TNN ' X
L t , ,  —  — ■
47t 4m  12 Eo(^ '7r)i
Gm — f,
G tv — —
ffNN m * I ^  Y  ( \
47r 4777 2 x n 1 *
Si 1 m n







f l  nn y i M
A 7r 4 777 a:*.
ß  NN po(a-'») _
47t 4777
/ ; NNm^ 1 Y\(xn) 
47T 4777 3 XT
f  7TN N m ? r  (^Tr)




The magnetic dipole and quadrupole am plitudes are obtained from the 17tE 
contributions to the magnetic dipole moment operator (defined in (5.61))
M ( l n E ; x )  =  i ( r l x r 2)z^ f^- -^—
A n  2777 th
x [>o(^7r ) ^ i  x cr2 — x7VA\(xTT)i(cri x xcr2 • x — oq • xcr2 x x)] (5.118)
and magnetic quadrupole moment operator
c2
7V(1ttE ;« ) =  z‘( r i  x r 2)21^ y ^ -
x [F0(^7r) {o’i x xcr2z +  Oizcr2 x x +  (oq x «)*o-2 +  oqfoq x «)*}
A-XttYx^X^ ) {(O’ i X X(T2 • X +  O’] • i o r2 X jfc)*
+  ((oq X *),<72 * X Ar O x • « (o’2 x «)*)«}] (5.119)
respectively. Following Jaus et al [34] they are
(001 M (1)(1ttE ) 1-1) =  / ” N „2/?
47T 3 777^
X [7,0)(C o ’; ( —3Vo +  2 ^ n ) «  +  41&X.U)
+ / (0)(JP ^; - x ^ E ,  + 2(3V0 -  x„Vi)t2>)] ,
(101 M (2)(1i E) 1-1) =
A n  30777^ -
x [/(‘» ( ^ j  (5Vö + x»n)u  + S(2Eo + x .r,)tö)
+ / (1)(F<2>; (-4x»y,)u + 2(3Vo -  x ^ w )
(111 A/(2)(1ttE) |0) = fjrNN ft'!«
A n  30777th
x [/(1)(F<;>; -§(5K0 + x » ri)u  + 6(-K„ + x .U Jiü )
/ (1)(F,(,2,>; 1(5E0 + x ,U )«  + 4(2>o + x^Y,)w) 
/ (1)(F‘,2>; Ix.K,« + 2(-V 0 + I
/" » (F S ; |x , F lU + 16(-K 0 -  2 x * Y i ) w ) \  , (5.120)
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and
(10| M (1) |-1> =  (111 M (1) |0) =  (00| M (2) |- 1 )  =  0. (5.121)
Note that we have corrected a printing error in Jaus et al [34] by making the 
replacement 6m m  —► Qmm^ in the am plitude (001 M ^  | —1).
5 .3 .4  O ne P io n  E xch an ge W ith  a A (1 2 3 2 ) In te rm ed ia te
derived from the electric dipole operator D  defined in (5.111). To leading order, 
they are given by the single function
with all the other functions G’t zero. The step from the functions G, to the electric 
dipole amplitudes is identical to the simple one pion exchange case.
The magnetic dipole and quadrupole am plitudes arising from one pion exchange 
with a A(1232) interm ediate are obtained from the A(1232) contribution to the 
magnetic dipole and quadrupole moment operators. These are given in equations 
(4.11) and (4.13) of Jaus and Woolcock [42] as
respectively. Correcting an error in appendix D of Jaus and Woolcock [42], the 
magnetic dipole and quadrupole amplitudes are
The E[^ amplitudes for one pion exchange with a A(1232) interm ediate are
(5.122)
x xv((T\ +  cr2) • x x z
-~2bY2(x n) {(crj x xcr2 • x +  cr1 • xcr2 x x)z
((o’! X x ) za 2 • x +  (TX • x ( a 2 x x ) z)x) (5.123)
(00| A/C»(A) 1 -1 )  = FA7^ ~  [ / ( ' » ( / W ;  - (a  + 2b)uY0 + 4 (a -  b ) w x ^ )
6m tt
T /(1)( ;  (—(l + b)uY2 -T 2w(—6(a + 2b)xnlY\ + (2a -f 6 ) ) ) j 5
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(10| M*2)(A) | —1) F ^ j ~ ~
J w n n
+ (2a -  6 )Y2) + S r ^ -a x ^ li + 2 6)V2))
+ I w (F£l,i(a + 2 b)uY2 + 4u>(3ax“1V’i + (2a + 6)F2))]
( n |M '2>(A)|°) =  FAI^ _
[/'’»(f ;,1,’; a (-5 a x ;V , + (2a + 36)K2) + 4*(2 (a -  36)V2))
+/*’*(F1<121); tt(—5ax“’Vi + (2a -  b)Y2) + 4tü(-a*;1Vi + (a -  26)V2))
+ / '1>(F<12,1; —|((a  + 2b)uY2 + w{Zax-lYi +  (2a + b)Y2)
+/<1»(n3,); f  ((« -  b)uYi + I w (-3 a x - lY, + (a + 26)Vi)))] . (5.124)
There are also amplitudes E\ 11 which derive from the terms in j ( A) quadratic 
in q. Using (5.111), (5.114) and (5.115) these are given in terms of the functions
Gn =  G n =  - F at^ - 6  Y2(x , )bmn
Gm = FA- ^ b Y 2(xn) 
4 m n
Gv =  F . J l / ' I 1-) (5.125)
4m.Tr a:,.
where Fa is defined in (5.76), and the other functions Gt are zero.
For one pion exchange at 0(772-1 ), we consider only the amplitudes E^K Re­
moving a term from equation (4.4) of Jaus and Woolcock [42] we have
1 Y2(xn)
Gn — t  A a
m
Gu: =  Fa —
Xn K
Y1(xir) Y2(x tt)
r< _  171 n 1
L t i v  —  j a - - - - - - - - - ö Ö - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -m TT
Gvi — F/
G x n  —  F ^
G x I j I — F/
m x iTT
772^ U if^ T r )  
777 7T
7 7 2 T T  ^ ( ^ t t )
^  r  rnr y^ (arw)
Gxiv =  FA—  (0 +  c)---- —777 X*
n  _  r  ™t t  U2( ^ )
G x v  — r  A c  9 5772 a:£ (5.126)
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where
Y3(t) = Y0(t)(i + er1 + is r 2 + isr3). (5.127)
Then the electric dipole amplitudes can be obtained from these via (5.114) and 
(5.115).
5.3.5 V ector M eson Exchange
For vector meson exchange the only important contributions are to the magnetic 
dipole amplitudes. These may be obtained from the functions Hx and Hn defined 
in (5.81), (5.86) and (5.88) using
(00| M (1* | —1) =
6m
X [/(0)(i*£; 3H,U -  4Hnw) + / <0)(F«o2>; Hnu -  2(3H, + Hu)w) . (5.128)
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Figure 5: Irreducible diagrams included in this model which contribute to the 
electromagnetic current density, (a) impulse approximation, (b) pion current (c) 
pion exchange seagull diagram, (d) pion exchange with a A(1232) intermediate, (e) 
mixed 'yivir current, (f) p(770) current, (g) p(770) seagull diagram, (h) pA  current.
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C h a p te r  6
C o m p a riso n  W ith  E x p e r im e n t
6.1 F ittin g  P roced u re
In this chapter we describe the results of fitting the model described in chapter 
5 to experimental data. We attem pt to fit all the more recent data (roughly, post 
1970) up to a laboratory photon energy of 200 MeV.
In order to extend the calculation past 200 MeV, we would be forced to operate 
in the region where the A(1232) resonance dominates. This would require us to 
include more terms in our multipole expansion, and the finite width of the A(1232) 
resonance, which we have neglected, would become more im portant. Also, whatever 
energy-dependent nucleon-nucleon potential we used would become less reliable. 
We have chosen to limit ourselves to obtaining the best fit we can to the data  up 
to 200 MeV, using only a small number of adjustable param eters.
We have also chosen not to employ any formal fitting procedure, such as min­
imising the x 2 statistic described in section 3.1. This was partly due to the difficulty 
of assigning uncertainties to the variety of data we are attem pting to fit. Also, we 
will see later that certain combinations of param eters are very poorly determined, 
so a naive minimisation of the x 2 statistic would be tend to settle on unrealistic 
values for these combinations. Instead, a heuristic procedure was used, which fitted 
to subsets of the available data to fix those combinations of param eters which could 
be determined with reasonable precision. In the course of this procedure, which we 
describe below, it was found tha t of the nucleon-nucleon potentials we tested, only 
with the Bonn 2 did param eter vectors exist which gave reasonable fits to all the 
data.
We have chosen to a ttem pt fits using the Bonn 2, Paris 3 and Moscow 4 po­
tentials, though as we shall see only with the Bonn potential do we find it possible
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to obtain a reasonable fit. In the case of the Bonn potential several slightly dif­
fering versions are available. We have used the coordinate space described as B 
in Table A.3, appendix A.3 of reference [2], and the coordinate space wave func­
tions described as A. Henceforth we shall refer to the combination as just the Bonn 
potential. This is slightly inconsistent, since the wave functions have not actually 
been obtained from the nucleon-nucleon potential we are using. However we can 
reasonably expect the error in this procedure to be small, and Jaus [58] has shown 
that this is indeed the case.
The Moscow potential consists of a central potential for !So and central and 
tensor potentials for 3S i-3Di, from which the deuteron wave functions and the 
continuum !So and 3Si-3D] wave functions are generated. The central potentials 
have a deep attractive core which introduces a node at % 0.6 fm into the S-wave 
functions. The other wave functions must be generated from a standard potential 
(we used the Bonn potential [2]).
The model was implemented in Fortran on DECStation 5000 and IBM RISC- 
6000 workstations. This was achieved by modifying a. program by Jaus [59] which 
implemented the model described in Jaus and Woolcock [7] on an IBM mainframe. 
The appropriate changes were made to reflect the change in Fortran dialect and 
the corrections and improvements made to tha t model in evolving this one. The 
Bonn and Moscow potential potentials were also implemented in Fortran and the 
program modified to be able to use them.
For photons with a laboratory photon energy between 20 and 110 MeV, the 
forward and backward cross-sections are dominated by the 17tE mismatch correc­
tion contribution to the E\h) amplitudes, discussed in subsection 5.2.2. The other 
contributions which contain tunable param eters have almost no effect on <j (0°) and 
<r(180°) in this energy range. Since this is the energy range covered by the new 
very accurate measurements of the Gent-Mainz [60] group, we can use these data 
to constrain the 17tE parameters /^ nn/4 tt and AN.
We have therefore looked for values of the ordered pair ( /^ NN/4zr, AN) for which 
the theoretical predictions fit the experimental data on cr(0o). Both experiment 
and theory show a. maximum in cr(0°) near a laboratory photon energy of 35 MeV, 
followed by a smooth monotonic decrease to a minimum near 200 MeV. The Gent- 
Mainz data determine the decrease cr(0°; maximum) — cr(0°; lOOMeV) to be 1.36 ±  
0.13 /ib /sr.
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With the Paris potential [3] it is possible to obtain a value for this quantity as 
high as 1.12 fib/sv by adopting /^NN/ 47r = 0.075 and AN = 1300 MeV. This is too 
low but perhaps acceptable. The It E mismatch correction has an effect on the 
decrease in a(0°) close to that produced by an ad hoc modification of the T = 1 
Paris potential, which incorporates the difference between the charged and neutral 
pion masses. Inspection of Table 1 of Jaus and Woolcock [43] shows that the ad hoc 
modification reduces the decrease from 1.60 to 1.38 gb/sr. The further reduction 
to 1.12 fih/sv is the result of using the modified current conservation scheme to 
calculate the impulse approximation contribution. Thus the failure of the Paris 
potential to fit the data can be traced to the correct use of current conservation 
and the correct inclusion of the charged pion mass in in calculating the lxE
mismatch correction.
When calculations are performed using the Moscow potential [4] we find that 
the decrease <r(0°; maximum) — cr(0o; lOOMeV) is approximately 0.8 /rb/sr and quite 
insensitive to changes in /^NN/ 47r and AN. It is therefore impossible to fit the low 
energy forward cross-section data using the Moscow potential.
When using the Bonn potential [2] the decrease in cr(0°) hovers around 1.35 
f.ib/sT for a range of reasonable choices of (/^NN/47r, AN). Values close to (0.080, 
1300 MeV), (0.079, 1600 MeV) or (0.078, 2000 MeV) give good fits to the Gent- 
Mainz data.
The next step is to choose a value for (/^NN/47r, AN) which satisfies the large 
body of data for crt below 75 MeV. Increasing /^NN/47r and decreasing AN increases 
the magnitude of the change in <t(0°), but at the same time decreases <rt. We find 
that the only value which satisfies the Gent-Mainz data using the Paris potential 
leads to a total cross-section which is unacceptably small for laboratory photon 
energies below 75 MeV. We are forced to conclude that the parameterised Paris 
potential is unable to fit the deuteron photodisintegration cross-section data.
A good fit to the total cross-section data below 75 MeV can be obtained by 
using the Bonn potential with /J NN/47r = 0.0785 and AN = 1700 MeV. As with 
the forward and backward cross-section data the other parameters A a and Fp 
have a very small effect on the total cross-sectionin this energy region. The forward 
and total cross-section data thus provide a quite clean determination of the 17tE 
parameters when using the Bonn potential. Using the values of the parameters 
given above, the Bonn potential provides a good fit to the forward and backward
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cross-sections up to  110 M eV and to  the to ta l cross-section, d iffe ren tia l cross-section 
and 7 -asym m etry up to  75 MeV.
In  th is  way we see th a t our model o f deuteron pho tod is in tegra tion  is indeed able 
to  d is tingu ish  between various nucleon-nucleon potentia ls , as we o rig in a lly  hoped. 
In  w hat follows we abandon the Paris and Moscow po tentia ls  and perfo rm  the 
rem ainder o f the fits using the Bonn po ten tia l.
In  order to  fix  the A(1232) and vector meson exchange param eters we f it  to  ex­
perim enta l data at h igher energies. Th is consists o f measurements o f cr(0°), <t ( 180°) 
and <j t at Frascati [61], o f da(0)/d$l at Ind iana  [62], T R IU M F  [63, 64], Glasgow- 
M a inz [52], Bonn [65], Frascati [66], and M IT  [67], o f A ^ \ 0 )  at T R IU M F  [63, 64] 
and o f £ (0 ) at Tomsk [68] and K h a r ’kov [69]. The on ly  s ign ifican t effect o f the 
A (1232) and vector meson con tribu tions is v ia  the M ' 1' am p litudes w ith  a singlet 
fina l state. There already exists a large co n trib u tio n  to  th is  am p litud e  from  17tE in  
leading order, and th is  is increased by the A (1232) co n trib u tio n  and decreased by 
vector meson exchange. Thus increasing increasing A a and decreasing Fp a ll 
have s im ila r effects. A lthough  the energy dependence produced by a change in  one 
o f the param eters does vary between them  somewhat, in  p ractice  the experim enta l 
data is not suffic ient to  separate them , and any ordered tr ip le  A a ,F),) w ith in  
a fa ir ly  large range gives an alm ost equa lly  acceptable f it.
For the calculations we display in section 6.2 we adopt the param eter vector
f 2
A™* =0 .0785 ,
47r
A N =  1700MeV, 
gA = 0 .6 3 ,
A a =  llO O M eV,
77 =  2.03. (6.1)
The fina l equation in (6.1) could be in te rp re ted  as
=  0.55,
47T
K p =  2.0, (6.2)
however deuteron pho tod is in tegra tion  is not capable o f d is tingu ish ing  these pa­
ram eters and in any case none of the last three param eter values in  (6.1) has any 
p a rticu la r significance on its own. The value o f K p suggested in  (6.2) is much
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smaller than the value of 6.1 obtained by Hohler and Pietarinen [70], however it is 
more consistent with values obtained from pion-nucleon scattering in chapter 3 or 
by Pearce and Jennings [30].
The values of AN and, less seriously, Aa are substantially higher than is suggested 
by several other pieces of evidence. It is possible that the large value of AN was 
forced upon us by the even larger value AN = 2000MeV contained within the Bonn 
potential.
6.2 R esu lts  for V arious O bservables
The model through which we obtain theoretical predictions for the observables 
we wish to fit is given in chapter 5. The observables which we are interested in are 
the centre of mass differential cross-section dcr(0)/dQ, particularly for the special 
cases of forward (cr(0°)) and backward (<t(180°)) scattering, the total cross-section 
crt, the 7-asymmetry E(d) and the neutron analysing power A ^ \0 ) .  As usual, the 
angle 0 is measured between the incoming photon and outgoing proton in the centre 
of mass frame.
6.2 .1  Forward C ro ss-S ec tio n
A comparison of experimental and theoretical results for cr(0o) is shown in Table 
2.. As discussed in section 6.1 there is a distinct maximum at a laboratory photon 
energy of about 35 MeV, followed by a smooth decline to the limits of the data we 
have chosen to fit. There is also a deep minimum at 10 MeV; this is due to the 
interference of the rapidly increasing E ^  amplitude with the rapidly decreasing 
AfB) amplitude.
Since the data for cr(0°) was used in fixing the lxE parameters, it is not too 
surprising that the model fits it well. The accurate Gent-Mainz [60] data is very 
well fitted, except at 59.8 MeV. Their older data [74] is uniformly lower. In the 
region of the deep minimum near 10 MeV we have considerable difficulty in fitting 
the data of De Graeve et al [71, 72]; there is little freedom to adjust the theoretical 
results by varying parameters.
At laboratory photon energies above 100 MeV the most important data is that 
from Frascati [61]. The trend of the theoretical and experimental results is rather 
different. Theory lies above experiment up to about 143 MeV, and below it for
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higher energies. The theoretical results have a. minimum near 200 MeV, regardless 
of the value of the parameters, whereas the experimental results show a minimum 
near 150 MeV. However, considering the sparsity and imprecision of data points this 
cannot be considered to indicate a defect in the model. We conclude tha t the model 
fits the forward cross-section fairly well, for a range of values of (/]JNN/47T, AN).
6 .2 .2  B ackw ard C ro ss-S ec tio n
A comparison of experimental and theoretical results for the backward cross- 
section is shown in Table 3  . By contrast with the forward cross-section, the
backward cross-section is not used to determ ine the param eters /^ nn/47t and AN. 
It is therefore impressive that the model is able to fit these data so well. At higher 
energies the model does a very good job of fitting to the data from Frascati [61]. 
We conclude that the model fits the backward cross-section very well for a range of 
values of the parameters.
There are several experimental results which appear to be in error. In particular 
the three values of Althoff et al [78] are too high and the single value of Dupont et 
at [76] has cr(180°)>cr(0°), in contradiction to theory and all the other experimental 
data.
6 .2 .3  T ota l C ro ss-S ec tio n
A comparison of theoretical and experimental results for the total cross-section 
is given in Table 4" . All of the experimental da ta  are direct measurements, with 
the exception of the Debevec et al [87] data., which were obtained by integrating 
a very detailed measurement of the differential cross-section. Unfortunately, there 
are no measurements of crt between 75 and 200 MeV. If accurate measurements of 
<rt are possible in this energy range they would be extremely valuable.
The variation of <rt with energy is almost completely determined by the im­
pulse approximation, and therefore by the potential. Varying param eters of the fit 
causes a uniform increase or decrease in the total cross-section without substantially 
affecting its energy variation.
We find tha t there does exist a choice of (/^ nn/47t, An) for which the theoretical 
results are a reasonable fit to the experimental ones up to about 75 MeV. The 
theoretical predictions are uniformly below the Bernabei et al [81] data, however
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there would be a good fit if the Bernabei et al data were reduced by 3%, which is well 
within the stated systematic error of 5-6%. The total cross-section in the vicinity of 
30 MeV is approximately 4.6% lower than was the case in Jaus and Woolcock [43]; 
this is reflected (see subsection 6.2.4) in a lower value of the differential cross-section 
at this energy.
We found it impossible to simultaneously fit the result at 40.3 MeV and the 
results at 21.5 and 32.6 MeV, all from Wauters et al [86]; the data set is internally 
inconsistent. The Debevec et al [87] data suggest that the total cross-section should 
decline more rapidly from 64 to 70 MeV than the theoretical results suggest (by 
16.1 ±2.4 /zb rather than by 11.8 /zb). Otherwise the model fits the experimental 
data well.
6 .2 .4  D ifferen tia l C ro ss-S ec tio n




Here O is the angle between the incoming photon and the outgoing neutron in the 
laboratory frame, and a lab is the differetial cross-section measured in the laboratory 
frame. Stephenson et al measured this ratio for O = 45°, 135° and 155°.
An earlier calculation by Schmitt et al [89] found that a serious discrepancy 
existed between theory and experiment. Hadjimichael et al [90] have speculated on 
possible missing effects, however deuteron photodisintegration at these energies is 
very well understood and there is no theoretical basis for any significant modifica­
tion of the model. It is well known that the theoretical results for these ratios are 
almost independent of the potential. Our results are almost identical to those of 
Schmitt et al, and hence are also inconsistent with the results of Stephenson et al.
In the energy range 20 to 40 MeV, our results are very similar to and uniformly 
lower than those shown in Jaus and Woolcock [43]. The slight reduction improves 
the agreement with the experimental data.
At 66.9 MeV we have the very detailed experiment of Debevec et al [87], which 
largely supersedes older data in this energy range. The differential cross-section 
was measured at intervals of 3° between 22.5° and 160.5°. A comparison of the 
theoretical and experimental curves is shown in Figure 6. It can be seen that the
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agreement is quite good. There is one obviously anomalous experimental result, 
and the theoretical curve is consistently below the experimental results for forward 
scattering and above it for backward scattering. However, for the special cases of 
forward and backward scattering we know tha t our results are consistent with those 
of the Gent-Mainz [GO] group. It therefore appears tha t unknown systematic errors 
are affecting the measurement near 0 — 0° and 0 = 180°.
We conclude that for laboratory photon energies up to 75 MeV deuteron pho- 
todisintegration is well-understood. The body of recent (post 1970) data in this 
region is quite large, and mostly internally consistent. Above 75 MeV the situation 
is less clear. All the data, on da(0)/dQ, between 80 and 200 MeV have been published 
since 1984. A detailed comparison of this data with our results is given in Figures 
6 through 13. Inspection of these figures shows tha t the experim ental data contain 
numerous internal inconsistencies, and it is obviously impossible to fit all the data 
satisfactorily. We consider that the theoretical model and param eter vector used to 
generate Figures 6 through 13 to be a reasonably successful compromise attem pt 
to fit these data..
Since the MIT [67] and Frascati [61, 66] data were used to determ ine the high 
energy parameters Aa and Fp, it is not surprising tha t our model provides a 
good fit to those experimental results. There is good agreement over the entire 
energy range, although it is impossible to draw any smooth curve with a reasonable 
\ 2 through the data points.
At 80 and 100 MeV most of the Frascati and MIT data  points lie below the 
theoretical curves, while at 200 MeV most of them  lie above the theoretical curve, 
particularly at backward angles. Between these energies (except perhaps at 140 
MeV) agreement tends to be good. The obvious methods of correcting the trend 
of the theoretical curves are to either increase </a or A a (increasing the A(1232) 
contribution to the M'*1' amplitude, see section 6.1), or to decrease Fp (decreasing 
the vector meson exchange contribution to M ^ ) .  Either method would improve 
the fit to the differential cross-section data, at the expense of the forward and total 
cross-section data. Fundamentally the decline in the cross-section from 80 to 200 
MeV mirrors an underlying decrease in the impulse approximation contribution, 
which is fixed once a potential is chosen. As we remarked in section 6.1, we expect 
our nucleon-nucleon potentials to become less reliable near the top of our energy 
range.
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The remainder of the experimental data  differ from each other and from the 
Frascati and MIT data to a distressing extent, considering tha t these are all recent 
experiments performed by experienced groups. The Indiana [62] data are in good 
agreement near forward scattering but fail to follow the strong rise as one moves 
away from the forward direction. The TRIUM F [63, 64] data  are clearly too low 
at 100, 140 and 180 MeV, and the shape of the curve at 180 MeV is quite different. 
The Glasgow-Mainz [52] data agrees well for angles greater than about 120° as well 
as at the forward extreme of the measurement range, however the maximum at 
about 65° is much lower than tha t for the Frascati results. The Bonn [65] data 
are low compared with Frascati and MIT, but the shape is the same. Until the 
concensus of the experimental results improves, it is impossible to draw more than 
tentative conclusions from these fits.
6 .2 .5  N eu tro n  A n a ly sin g  P ow er
The polarisation of the outgoing neutron for deuteron photodisintegration is 
the same as the neutron analysing power for the radiative capture of neutrons by 
protons. Several measurements have been performed at low energies, and they are 
compared with our theoretical predictions in Table 6.2.4. The theory agrees well 
with experiment except at 5.23, 8.7, 11.1 and 13.5 MeV. These points are also 
obviously inconsistent with the remainder of the data, so the model is fitting the 
experimental results as well as possible. These results do nothing to dispel the con­
clusion tha t deuteron photodisintegration up to about 75 MeV is well understood.
At higher energies we have the measurements of TRIUM F near 100 and 140 
MeV[63] and at 187.3 MeV[64]. Our results at 100 MeV differ little from those of 
Jaus and Woolcock [43], and agreement between theory and experiment remains 
excellent. At 140 MeV the agreement is considerably improved over tha t of Jaus 
and Woolcock, as shown in Figure 14. Although the curve is still consistently too 
low, it does not become negative near the backward direction, as did that of Jaus 
and Woolcock. This is due to the much larger strength in this work of the A(1232) 
contribution to the AU1) amplitudes with a singlet final state.
At 187.3 MeV the situation is similar and if anything slightly improved. The 
shape of the theoretical curve is very similar to tha t at 140 MeV and the agreement 
is somewhat better. The curve still lies somewhat below the experimental points, 
except possibly at the forward limit of measurement.
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Neither meson exchange nor the details of the potential has much effect on the 
shape of the theoretical curve at these last two energies. We conclude tha t our 
model is providing a reasonable fit to the neutron analysing power over our energy 
range, and that the neutron analysing power is a poor probe of either potentials or 
meson-exchange effects.
6.2.6 7- A s y m m e t r y
Fairly complete angular distributions of the 7-asym m etry £(0) are available 
at 30 and 60 MeV, and fits to them are shown in Figures 5 and 6 of Jaus and 
Woolcock [43]. Our theoretical results at 30 MeV are almost identical to theirs. At 
60 MeV our results are slightly and uniformly lower, which improves the agreement 
with experiment. In addition there are data at various angles and at energies 
from 10 to 90 MeV. To the extent that these data are internally consistent the 
agreement is satisfactory. Again we find tha t up to a laboratory photon energy of 75 
MeV our model has no difficulty fitting the results of deuteron photodisintegration 
experiments.
At higher energies we have the results of only two groups to draw upon. The 
Tomsk [68] data consist of only two data points at 100 MeV. Our main source of 
7-asymmetry measurements is a series of measurements at intervals of 20 MeV from 
100 to 200 MeV.
By contrast with the behaviour of the neutron analysing power (see subsection 
6.2.5) the 7-asymmetry is strongly dependent on the M ^  amplitudes with a singlet 
final state; again the potential has only a small effect. Since the A(1232) and vector 
meson exchange contributions to this quantity are much larger in this model than in 
Jaus and Woolcock [43], the 7-asymmetry at these higher energies is dramatically 
altered. A comparison of our results with the experimental data is shown in Figures 
16 and 17. Considering that the polarisation data  were not used to fit any of the 
parameters, the agreement between theory and experiment is very good. This is 
extremely satisfying, and an immense improvement over the situation of Jaus and 
Woolcock [7], who were quite unable to fit either the data of the Tomsk [68] group 
at 100 MeV or that of the K har’kov [69] group at 140 MeV. The only previous 
calculation tha t gave a reasonable fit to £(0) in this energy range was that of 
Wilhelm et al [93]. This calculation was conducted using the Paris potential [3], 
however the choice of potential has no significant effect on £(0) compared with the
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effect of the A(1232) and /?(770) parameters.
We note that our results for S {0) are if anything slightly too negative. This 
acts as an additional disincentive to the method vve discussed in subsection 6.2.4 for 
improving our fit to the differential cross-section. We thus see that, even given the 
limited experimental data set available, the 7-asymmetry is acting as a very senitive 
probe of the A(1232) and p(770) contributions to deuteron photodisintegration, 
and hence of the overall couplings and Fp and the cutoff parameter A^. Further 
measurements in this region would be of considerable value.
6.3 C o n c lu s io n s
As described in section 6.1 and 6.2 a simple picture of deuteron photodisinte­
gration for laboratory photon energies up to 200 MeV has emerged. Up to about 
75 MeV deuteron photodisintegration is dominated by the impulse approximation 
and leading order 17tE, including the l7rE mismatch correction discussed in section 
5.1. It is not possible to fit experimental results without using the 17tE mismatch 
correction.
Of the three potentials with which we performed fits, only the Bonn potential 
[2] allowed us to make a satisfactory fit to the forward and total cross-section in 
this energy range. Neither the Paris potential [3] nor the Moscow potential [4] were 
able to fit the recent Gent-Mainz [60] data on the forward cross-section between 20 
and 100 MeV. Low energy deuteron photodisintegration has thus shown itself to 
be a sensitive probe of nucleon-nucleon potentials.
At higher energies the contributions of lrE  with a A(1232) intermediate and 
of IpE to the amplitudes with a singlet final state become important. The 
other meson exchange processes are of little importance compared with these major 
effects, which are now well understood. Any errors or omissions in the lesser effects 
will probably tend to be absorbed by small changes in the parameters affecting the 
principal contributions, so deuteron photodisintegration at these energies cannot 
be used to examine such processes.
We found it impossible to separate the effects of changes in the three parameters 
A a and Fp. This is only partly due to the limitations of the experimental data 
available in the 80 to 200 MeV region. In this energy region the effect of changing 
any one of these parameters can be approximately duplicated by an appropriate
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change to either of the others. The examination of deuteron photodisintegration at 
these energies is therefore a poor method for determining these parameters.
Several of the experimental observables have their underlying trend determined 
largely by the potential, and therefore act as tests of a nucleon-nucleon potential. 
Modification of the the meson exchange param eters is insufficient to allow us to fit 
the forward cross-section, for instance, using the Paris or Moscow potentials.
The Bonn potential was able to provide a reasonable fit to both the forward 
and total cross-section up to 75 MeV, however between 64 and 70 MeV there is a 
significant difference between the trends of our model and the result of Debevec et 
al [87]. Unless the measurements of Debevec et al are becoming unreliable at this 
upper end of their energy range, this suggests the Bonn potential [2] is beginning to 
fail for the higher energies we consider. Similarly our model suggests a noticeably 
sharper decrease in the differential cross-section between 100 and 200 MeV than 
do the experimental data [61-67, 87]: our curves are above the data at 80-100 
MeV and below it at 180-200 MeV. It is possible tha t the experimental data are 
now becoming accurate enough to test the more subtle features of nucleon-nucleon 
potentials. Accurate measurements of the total cross-section between 80 and 200 
MeV would be extremely valuable.
It is im portant to note tha t deuteron photodisintegration at these energies un­
derdetermines our model. Even after fitting to all the available experim ental data 
our model retains considerable flexibility in two degrees of freedom, since only one 
combination of the parameters , A a and Fp can be considered to be determined. 
Thus our results for these parameters are of very limited significance. Effectively, 
we are describing the entirety of the modern deuteron photodisintegration data 
with only three tunable degrees of freedom, which makes the general success of the 
model quite impressive.
The I ttE parameters /JJNN/ 4tt and AN, however, are well determined. The large 
value An — 1700 MeV is a cause for concern, although it may be the result of our 
fit trying to match the value AN =  2000 MeV in the Bonn CSB potential. This 
might be tested by inserting alternative potentials into our model. A more serious 
worry is the very large size of the 17tE m ismatch correction. This indicates that 
the param eters needed to fit deuteron photodisintegration are very different from 
those in the Bonn potential. The particular version of the Bonn coordinate space 
potential which we used contains a very large 17tE part, which is compensated for
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by a very large Ip E  part. Both these con tribu tions  are subs tan tia lly  stronger than 
are needed to model deuteron pho tod is in tegra tion . The size o f the 17tE m ism atch 
indicates th a t the Bonn CSB potentia l cannot be considered an en tire ly  satisfactory 
nucleon-nucleon po ten tia l. O ther form s o f the Bonn p o ten tia l, w ith  sm aller 17tE 
parts, do exist, and could be tested.
The model we have described provides a ra the r good global f i t  to  the entire  
body o f recent data, bu t is conceptua lly s im ple and contains on ly  a few tunable  
param eters. We have shown th a t deuteron pho tod is in tegra tion  at low energies can 
be used as a qu ite  harsh test o f nucleon-nucleon potentia ls . S tronger conclusions 
m ig h t be drawn i f  more measurements were available in the energy range from  80 
to  200 M eV, p a rtic u la r ly  for the to ta l cross-section and fo r the 7-a.symmetry. The 
A (1232) and vecto r meson exchange param eters are not easily fu lly  determ ined by 
deuteron pho tod is in tegra tion , which is therefore unsu itab le  for m easuring them . We 
consider th a t th is  model represents a breakthrough in our theore tica l understanding 








7.17 [71] 6.14 (34) 5.59
8.49 [71] 5.48 (53) 5.11
9.98 [72] 5.38 (20) 4.92
10.74 [73] 4.70 (85) 4.89
14.71 [72] 6.11 (29) 5.07
22.7 [60] 5.63 (14) 5.60
24.5 [74] 5.17 (28) 5.67
28.1 [60] 5.71 (10) 5.78
31.7 [60] 5.83 (6) 5.84
32.8 [75] 4.72 (31) 5.85
33.0 [74] 5.66 (28) 5.85
38.2 [76] 5.10 (71) 5.85
40.5 [60] 5.75 (11) 5.83
43.0 [74] 4.81 (21) 5.80
48.9 [60] 5.55 (13) 5.69
59.8 [60] 5.15 (9) 5.42
64.0 [60] 5.44 (11) 5.30
68.3 [60] 5.09 (13) 5.19
74.2 [60] 5.07 (12) 5.03
78.5 [74] 4.43 (27) 4.92
79.5 [60] 5.15 (13) 4.89
85.7 [60] 4.82 (11) 4.74
93.1 [60] 4.61 (11) 4.57
99.1 [60] 4.47 (11) 4.44
100 [61] 4.06 (44) 4.42
104.5 [74] 4.15 (19) 4.33
106.1 [60] 4.33 (13) 4.30
109 [61] 3.84 (43) 4.25
118 [61] 3.93 (32) 4.09
124 [74] 3.72 (16) 4.00
130 [61] 3.63 (27) 3.92
143 [61] 3.53 (23) 3.78
159 [61] 4.00 (30) 3.65
175 [61] 3.96 (26) 3.58
191 [61] 4.63 (47) 3.57
Table 2: Experimental and theoretical results for the centre of mass differential 








12.04 [77] 4.45 (39) 4.10
14.64 [77] 4.05 (41) 4.08
32.8 [75] 3.93 (43) 4.22
33.9 [60] 4.28 (9) 4.21
38.2 [76] 6.20 (78) 4.17
40.1 [60] 3.88 (16) 4.15
43.2 [60] 4.10 (16) 4.10
48.5 [6 0 ] 3.78 (11) 4.00
52.6 [6 0 ] 3.74 (12) 3.93
58.5 [6 0 ] 3.79 (10) 3.81
64.8 [6 0 ] 3.61 (25) 3.68
75.8 [60] 3.29 (15) 3.46
83.0 [60] 3.38 (17) 3.32
90.0 [60] 3.09 (9) 3.20
100.1 [60] 2.92 (14) 3.04
109.3 [6 0 ] 2.90 (17) 2.92
130 [6 1 ] 2.59 (16) 2.66
143 [61 ] 2.35 (13) 2.55
159 [6 1 ] 2.44 (16) 2.45
175 [61] 2.44 (17) 2.39
181 [78] 2.72 (6) 2.38
190 [78] 2.96 (5) 2.38
191 [6 1 ] 2.48 (33) 2.38
200 [78] 3.13 (6) 2.40
Table 3: Experimental and theoretical results for the centre of mass differential 








2.754 [79] 1456 (45) 1484
5.97 [80] 2162 (99) 2211
7.25 [80] 1882 (11) 1902
7.60 [80] 1803 (16) 1824
7.64 [80] 1810 (28) 1816
8.80 [80] 1586 (11) 1585
9.00 [80] 1570 (36) 1549
11.39 [80] 1257 (36) 1191
14.70 [81] 925 (20) 873
14.76 [82] 970 (55) 868
15.00 [83] 867 (27) 851
15.03 [84] 870 (26) 849
19.3 [81] 617 (9) 610
20.0 [83] 585 (14) 581
20.8 [85] 582 (44) 551
21.5 [86] 550.3 (10.5) 526.6
23.4 [85] 511 (35) 469
25.0 [83] 428 (17) 427
25.9 [85] 385 (16) 407
28.5 [85] 367 (19) 356
28.9 [81] 361 (6) 349
31.0 [85] 306 (21) 316
32.6 [86] 307.0 (3.7) 294.2
33.5 [85] 264 (20) 283
38.2 [81] 249 (3) 236
38.6 [85] 234 (18) 232
40.3 [86] 215.8 (2.6) 218.5
47.5 [81] 177 (3) 174
57.5 [81] 139 (3) 135
64.0 [87] 122.3 (1.8) 117.9
65.8 [87] 117.7 (1.8) 114.0
67.8 [87] 112.5 (1.3) 110.1
70.0 [87] 106.2 (1.6) 106.1
74.0 [81] 97.6 (5.3) 99.6
Table 4: Experimental and theoretical results for the total cross-section for deuteron 
photodisintegration.
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Ev = 66.9MeV ~
Figure 6: Unpolarised differential cross-section in the centre of mass frame for a 
laboratory photon energy of 66.9 MeV. Experim ental results are from Debevec et 
al [87].
104
Figure 7: Unpolarised differential cross-section in the centre of mass frame for 
a laboratory photon energy of 80 and 120 MeV. Experimental results are from 
Frascati [61, 66] (solid circles) and from MIT [67] (open triangles).
105
Figure 8: Unpolarised differential cross-section in the centre of mass frame for 
a laboratory photon energy of 100 MeV. Experimental results are from Frascati 
[61, 66] (solid circles), TRIUMF [63] (open circles), MIT [67] (open triangles) and 
Indiana [62] (solid squares).
106
140MeV
Figure 9: Unpolarised differential cross-section in the centre of mass frame for a 
laboratory photon energy of 140 MeV. Experimental results are from Frascati [61, 
66] (solid circles), TRIUMF [63] (open circles), Glasgow-Mainz [52] (solid triangles) 
and MIT [67] (open triangles).
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E =150MeV "
Figure 10: Unpolarised differential cross-section in the centre of mass frame for a 
laboratory photon energy of 150 MeV. Experimental results are from Frascati [61, 
66] (solid circles) and Glasgow-Mainz [52] (solid triangles).
108
Figure 11: Unpolarised differential cross-section in the centre of mass frame for a 
laboratory photon energy of 160 MeV. Experimental results are from Frascati [61, 
66] (solid circles) and MIT [67] (open triangles).
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E = 180MeV _
Figure 12: Unpolarised differential cross-section in the centre of mass frame for a 
laboratory photon energy of 180 MeV. Experimental results are from Frascati [61, 
66] (solid circles), TRIUMF [64] (open circles) and MIT [67] (open triangles).
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Figure 13: Unpolarised differential cross-section in the centre of mass frame for a 
laboratory photon energy of 200 MeV. Experimental results are from Frascati [61, 










5.23 86.8 [91] 0.068 (27) 0.121
5.85 87.1 [92] 0.105 (22) 0.112
7.0 87.0 [92] 0.096 (7) 0.103
7.6 86.9 [92] 0.104 (10) 0.101
8.7 86.8 [92] 0.061 (10) 0.099
8.94 85.2 [91] 0.095 (27) 0.099
11.1 86.5 [92] 0.051 (19) 0.097
13.15 86.3 [92] 0.072 (34) 0.006
Table 5: Experimental and theoretical results for the neutron polarisation A ^ \ 9 )  
in low energy deuteron photodisintegration.
112
Figure 14: Neutron analysing power A ^  at an equivalent laboratory photon energy 
of 140 MeV. Experimental results are from TRIUMF [63].
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E =  187.3 MeV
~ <  0.2
Figure 15: Neutron analysing power A ^  at an equivalent laboratory photon energy 
of 187.3 MeV. Experimental results are from TRIUMF [64].
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E =100MeV -
Figure 16: 7-asymmetry £(0) at laboratory photon energies of 100, 120 and 140 




Figure 17: 7-asymmetry £(0) at laboratory photon energies of 160, 180 and 200 
MeV. Experim ental results are from K har’kov [69].
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